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INTRODUCTION 
General 
History 
It has been known for many years that a measurable amount of elec­
tric current is associated with activity of the heart. Ludwig and 
Waller, in 1892, experimented with the capillary electroscope and re­
corded this electromotive force from the precordium. Einthoven's de­
scription, in 1903, of the string galvanometer, a sensitive and quanti­
tative instrument, stimulated a sudden increase in both clinical and ex­
perimental studies of electrocardiography. This type of magnetic galva­
nometer has remained useful, although, in more recent times, electronic 
amplifiers, oscillographs, and cathode ray tubes have been employed with 
much greater utility and a greater degree of accuracy. 
The present concept of the theory of electrocardiography is based on 
data collected from many sources. Some of the main sources of informa­
tion are: 
1. Clinical data collected on patients during life and cor­
related with information found at necropsy. 
2. Physiologic observations on the intact hearts of experi­
mental animals, such as the frog, turtle, dog, and cat. 
3. Study of isolated muscle strips. 
4. Studies on the giant axon of the squid, as well as other 
nerves, by neurophysiologists. 
5. Studies on the large one-celled plant. 
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Present day studies of electrocardiography of interest to the engi­
neer are being accomplished primarily in the following areas: 
1. Automatic recording. 
2. Spatial vectorcardiography. 
3. Automatic diagnosis by digital computer. 
4. Electrical models of the heart. 
Utilization of modern concepts of data acquisition and processing can ad­
vance the concept of the electrocardiogram, increase its usefulness, and 
provide a method of economically handling a high volume of patient traf­
fic. 
Purpose 
The investigation of automatic interpretation of the clinical elec­
trocardiogram is being accomplished as a project for the heart station of 
Iowa Methodist Hospital. In a major hospital, the patient traffic is 
heavy, and a great deal of clinical data becomes available from those 
treated. For purposes of research by the heart station, it is highly de­
sirable to acquire an electrocardiogram on each patient, for purposes of 
classification, diagnosis, and statistical studies. 
The present method of electrocardiogram analysis is manual. Techni­
cians measure and record all pertinent parameters from the electrocardio­
gram. This is time-consuming, and permits recording and analysis of only 
a relatively small percentage of the patient traffic. This investigation 
has consisted of two major portions. The first has been the utilization 
of an IBM 1620 computer to diagnose the principal heart diseases. The 
diagnosis is checked by cardiologists for verification and a more detailed 
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analysis. Generally, the normal, manually measured clinical parameters 
have been utilized, and the diagnostic logic of the cardiologist dupli­
cated on the computer. The second portion has been the study of the 
methods of automatically measuring the electrocardiogram, and furnishing 
a diagnosis directly, without the interposition of technicians. This 
method must be accurate, economical, and within the capabilities of a 
reasonably sized computer. 
There are two levels of objective in the program. The first is the 
overall objective to furnish, on a routine, automatic basis, electrocardi­
ograms, together with their associated classifications (diagnoses) to a 
large number of patients constituting the traffic. This is intended to 
serve, not as a complete diagnosis, but rather, as a routine indicator 
of the heart condition of the patient, and in some cases, to discover ev­
idence of heart disease not previously suspected. 
However, the more fundamental, the basic objective of this disserta­
tion is the investigation of the use of correlation techniques in the re­
cording and diagnosis of the electrocardiogram. Such techniques permit 
utilization of a much greater amount of the information available in the 
electrocardiogram than the information contained in the normal clinical 
parameters. This should permit a reduction in the number of leads re­
quired per patient, since the correlation technique yields information on 
the exact nature of the wave shape, as well as the normally recorded 
clinical parameters. Work has been done on both the automatic recording 
of the electrocardiogram, and on the use of correlation techniques in 
interpretation, however, it is felt that the technique utilizing the 
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repetitive pulse technique is novel, and holds promise for simplifica­
tion of the automatic recording techniques. 
Scope 
The scope of this dissertation has been limited to investigation of 
the usefulness of correlation techniques for achieving a diagnosis of the 
electrocardiogram. It does not treat all the system aspects of the 
problem, nor the selection and fabrication of hardware. Therefore, it is 
confined to the following areas: 
1. Investigation of the waveform under consideration. 
2. Determination of diagnostic criteria, with their associated 
classification. 
3. Comparison of the methods being presently used to solve this 
problem. 
4. Investigation of the correlation techniques with application 
to this specific problem. 
5. Analysis and selection of data acquisition techniques, with 
the associated logic of recognition. 
6. Application of diagnostic criteria to data. 
7. Analysis of results obtained. 
The Clinical Electrocardiogram 
General waveform 
A typical electrocardiogram waveform is shown in Fig. 1. The 
parameters normally measured by the examining cardiologist are also in­
dicated and tabulated on the same figure. The configuration shown, of 
Figure 1. The normal clinical electrocardiogram shown with parameters 
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course, varies from patient to patient, and varies with the position of 
the lead being measured. In order to extract the required information 
from the electrocardiogram, there are normally twelve leads employed per 
patient. This gives 180 available measurements per patient, although, 
for the diagnosis utilized in this project, only 49 measurements are re­
quired. r 
Measurements 
The measurements are taken from contacts placed on different points 
of the body, which sense differences in potential generated between the 
points as various electrical actions occur in the heart. The output of 
the contacts then appears across a galvanometer, and the deflection of 
the galvanometer forms the electrocardiographic waveform. In the present 
day instruments the output of the sensors is usually amplified and re­
corded either on a Sanborn recorder, displayed on a cathode ray oscillo­
scope, or both. The normal, connections for these leads, together with 
their nomenclature are shown by Fig. 2. 
The standard leads, I, II, and III are attached in the following man­
ner. Lead I measures the potential rise between the right and left wrist, 
lead II the potential rise between the right wrist and left leg, and lead 
III the potential rise between the left wrist and left leg. Any poten­
tial rise measured in a pair of these standard leads is the scalar sum of 
the potential rises of the other two pairs of leads. In accordance with 
Burch and Winsor (2) this is called Einthoven's Law. In actuality it is 
merely Kirchhoff's voltage law stated with reference to the particular 
system employed in electrocardiography. The precordial chest leads, VI, 
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Figure 2. Electrocardiograph contact locations 
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V2, V3, V4, V5, and V6 are placed on the chest In the positions shown in 
Fig. 2. These are unipolar leads, which utilize a reference point, placed 
at the neutral of the wye formed by the three resistors placed between the 
neutral point and the electrodes placed on the left wrist, left leg, and 
right wrist. Each branch of the wye consists of a 5 K resistor between 
the electrode and the neutral point. The galvanometer then measures the 
potential difference between this neutral point and the various points on 
the chest cavity. The unipolar leads AVF, AVL, and AVR employ the same 
reference point as the precordial leads, but the exploring electrodes are 
placed on the left leg, left wrist, and the right wrist respectively. The 
proper combination of waveforms from the various data acquisition points 
permits the cardiologist to precisely determine not only the magnitude, 
but also the direction of the electric vector in the heart, as the heart 
cycle takes place. Specific determination of the direction and magnitude 
of the electric vector will not be made here, as the clinical uses of 
vectorcardiography are limited at present. 
Waveform generation mechanisms 
The waveform discussed herein will be that of standard lead I, as 
shown in Fig. 1. The waveforms generated in the other leads are caused by 
identical mechanisms, but the shape may appear completely different as a 
result of the location of the sensor. The clinical electrocardiogram is 
not a smooth single waveform, as can be seen by inspection of Fig. 1. 
Rather, it is a series of repetitive pulses associated together because 
each pulse is the manifestation of a specific action in a single organ. 
The pulses to be considered are the P-wave, the QRS complex, and the 
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T-wave. The model of the heart to he considered is the simplest model, 
the dipole, consisting of a single electric net vector as described by 
Burch and Winsor (2). The action of this model of the heart is explained 
in the subsequent paragraphs of this section. Although neither complete 
nor accurate, this model is sufficient to explain the waveform. 
The various voltage pulses are caused by a change in the charge 
distribution of the heart itself. When the muscle is relaxed, the cellu­
lar structure is in the "polarized" state. This state is characterized by 
positive and negative charges existing in doublets across the individual 
cell walls of the muscle, as shown in Pig. 3a, and in greater detail in 
Fig. 3d. 
When activated by a stimulus, according to Burch and Winsor, the re­
sistance of the walls is lowered, and the charges migrate through the walls 
of a finite thickness, giving rise to a cardiac current. The result of 
this is the "depolarized" state, shown in Fig. 3c, which immediately 
precedes contraction of the muscle. Fig. 3d shows the progress of the de­
polarization wave during electrical action in the heart. Similarly, 
stimuli cause, after contraction of the muscle, a repolarization wave, re­
sulting in return of the cardiac musculature to the polarized state. 
The voltages which appear on the electrocardiogram are those caused 
by these current sources within the heart. According to Geselowitz (7), 
a multipole model of the heart electric vector may be postulated, and a 
mathematical model analyzed. A first order approximation to this multi-
pole is the dipole model used in conventional electrocardiography. The 
voltages pulses result from a region of excitable muscle tissues in the 
Figure 3. Charge distribution in the heart 
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heart called the pacemaker, which acts as a free running current pulse 
generator. Currents are carried through the regions of the heart by 
an electrical conduction system, the Purkinje network, and cause the 
surrounding tissue to change state as described above, resulting in the 
contraction and relaxation of the heart which causes the pumping action. 
It will be noted that the polarization and depolarization processes 
in the heart are the opposite of each other, and each produces a voltage 
wave. It would be expected, therefore, that if the polarization wave 
procedded in the same direction as the depolarization wave, that a volt­
age would be generated in the opposite direction to that obtained from 
the depolarization. However, generally, the direction of the wave varies 
in the polarization process from that of the depolarization process, and 
the polarization process is generally taking place at a slower rate than 
the depolarization process, hence the magnitude of the generated voltage 
wave may be smaller than that of the depolarization wave, as well as 
being in a different direction. 
Since the size of the heart, and the extent of the rate of change of 
charge on the charge configuration affect the total amount of voltage 
generated during the cardiac cycle, this generated voltage becomes pro­
portional to the heart activity. Thus, a voltage pulse of high ampli­
tude and long duration would indicate a greater amount of heart activity 
associated with that given pulse as compared with that of a pulse mani­
festing a smaller amplitude and duration. Hence, one measure of heart 
activity would be the area of a given voltage pulse. Since the amount of 
heart activity is directly related to the condition and size of the organ, 
the knowledge of the area of a given pulse might serve as a possible 
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"basis of diagnostic criteria to be applied to the analysis of the condi­
tion of the organ. The parameters presently utilized, as listed in Fig. 
1, consist of Tnay-trmnn amplitudes and durations of the pulses, neither of 
which by itself is directly associated with total heart activity. The 
maximum amplitude merely specifies the maximum rate of change related to 
the charge configuration, while duration indicates the total length of 
time required for either the polarization or depolarization process, re­
gardless of the magnitude of the pulse. To more closely evaluate the 
significance of the area, an idea must be gained as to the shape of the 
pulse. This would suggest the usefulness of the correlation function 
approach. The usefulness of these normal clinical parameters lies in the 
ease of measurement when manual techniques are utilized. The manual, de­
termination of area is lengthy and inefficient. However, use of the 
normally measured clinical parameters requires subjective analysis of 
many interrelated empirical relationships, with no fundamental theory 
which can be applied. This can be seen in the explanation of the present 
method of computer diagnosis, which appears in a later section. 
Specific voltage pulses 
As has been stated above, the electrocardiogram waveform is a series 
of voltage pulses. At the beginning of the cardiac cycle, the organ is 
in the polarized state, and no voltage pulse is present. The first pulse 
in the cardiac cycle is the P-wave. It represents the depolarization of 
the auricular musculature, and spreads from the sinoauricular (SA) node 
to the atrioventricular (AV) node. Its maximum amplitude does not usu­
ally exceed 2.5 rav, with an average value of 0.55 mv, and its duration 
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does not normally exceed 0.11 second. The depolarization actions, as 
veil as the repolarization actions usually originate in the nodes. 
These are specific points within the heart musculature which, when ex­
cited, initiate the depolarization and repolarization processes. They 
may be excited by "pacemakers" or another polarization or depolarization 
process. 
Following the P-wave, there is a delay in the transmission of the im­
pulse at the AV node, and this is represented by a segment of zero voltage 
in the waveform. It does not normally exceed 0.10 second for adults. It, 
plus the P-wave duration, usually is designated the PQ (PR) segment. Also 
included in this segment is the auricular repolarization wave, but it 
takes place relatively slowly, and the size of the musculature is small, 
so the segment does not usually noticeably exhibit this action, and is 
usually considered to be of zero amplitude. 
Following the FQ segment, the QRS complex is the depolarization com­
plex of the ventricular musculature. It consists, usually, of an ini­
tial downward deflection, the Q-wave, an initial upward deflection, the R-
wave, the initial downward deflection after the R-wave, the S-wave, and a 
second upward deflection (not utilized in this study), the R'-wave. The 
duration of the QBS interval does not normally exceed 0.10 second. The 
amplitudes vary with the lead, but averages follow for lead I: Q = 0.36mv, 
R = 5.5mv, and S = l.Smv. The complex nature of this depolarization wave 
arises from the non-homogeneity of the ventricular musculature, and the 
direction of propagation of the accession wave. 
Following the QBS complex is a segment, usually zero, but sometimes 
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rising with time, called the ST segment. It represents the time that the 
ventricular musculature is in the depolarized state. 
Following the ST interval is the T-wave, which represents the ventric­
ular repolarization. Its average height is 2.0mv, with a maximum of 5.5mv. 
Use of the Electrocardiographic Waveform 
General 
The electrocardiographic waveform is used by the cardiologists as a 
veiy significant piece of data in the diagnosis of heart disease. Natural­
ly, many additional data are required and utilized in arriving at a final 
diagnosis, but it is indicated in the literature that the electrocardio­
gram is a powerful supplementary tool used to classify the patient into 
one of four broad categories. These categories are: 
1. Normal. 
2. Slightly suggestive of myocardial disease. 
3. Strongly suggestive of myocardial disease. 
4. Definite evidence of myocardial disease. 
According to Burch and Winsor (2), in most cases, it has definitely been 
established that myocardial damage always results in a deviation in the 
depolarization and the repolarization processes, hence results in an al­
tered waveform on the electrocardiogram. 
Present method of computer diagnosis 
At Iowa Methodist Hospital a method has been devised, and is in pre­
sent use, employing a digital computer for diagnosis of heart disease. 
This method has been in use for both children and adults for several 
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months. An actual evaluation of the method has not "been made, since many-
changes in the computer program have "been made from time to time. How­
ever, the computer diagnosis has agreed with the findings of a panel of 
cardiologists in most cases. Actual overall figures are not available, 
but in one group of children of about 20, agreement was reached between 
the computer and the panel in all but 4 cases, and two of these were ex­
plainable by careful analysis of the input data to the computer. This 
method utilizes the normal clinical parameters (amplitudes and durations) 
for the full set of leads shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, although, as was 
previously stated, only 49 of the readings are actually utilized in the 
diagnosis. 
The clinical parameters are measured and recorded on special cards 
by technicians. An example of this card is shown on Fig. 4. The data 
contained on these cards is then punched onto data cards and fed into the 
computer, where the diagnosis is effected. The output is typed on a card 
identical to that shown in Fig. 5. The items checked in the diagnosis 
are clearly shown in Fig. 5, and will not be restated here. 
The method of diagnosis is generally to measure the parameters, com­
pute a quantitative value which represents the total effect of all the pa­
rameters on a given myocardial condition, and classify these quantitative 
results into categories which correspond to the nearest description of 
the condition. For instance, heart rate is computed from the RKE inter­
val, and classified into the appropriate frequency range, and a written 
tag furnished on the diagnosis form. This is descriptive of the heart 
rate in medical terminology. This is a very simple example of a 
Figure 4. Data card for recording electrocardiograms 
HUtfia HOSP.# 
Date BCG taken Age 
2 E-R P-R Int. 
QRS Q-T 
P Q R 
I 
II 
III 
AVR 
AVL 
AVF 
VI 
V2 
V4 
V6 
RESEARCH # AKC6 
Attending Physician 
II P Duration 
ST SEG. T Incri.Defl. STD. 
Figure 5. Electrocardiogram analysis form 
NAM I OP PATIENT HOSPITAL NO. . A«E OF PATIENT DATS OF THACIN* RESEÀRCH NO. 
HEART RATE BRADYCARDIA MINIMAL TACHYCARDIA 
MODERATE 
TACHYCARDIA 
MARKED 
TACHYCARDIA 
P R INTERVAL ABNORMALLY SHORT 
BORDERLINE 
DELAY 
MINIMAL 
DELAY 
PROLONGED 
INTERVAL 
AXIS NORMAL RIGHT LEFT INDETERMINATE 
RIGHT VENTRICULAR 
HYPERTROPHY 
NO 
HYPERTROPHY 
POSSIBLE 
HYPERTROPHY 
PROBABLE 
HYPERTROPHY 
RIGHT 
HYPERTROPHY 
LEFT VENTRICULAR 
HYPERTROPHY 
NO 
HYPERTROPHY 
POSSIBLE 
HYPERTROPHY 
PROBABLE 
HYPERTROPHY 
LEFT 
HYPERTROPHY 
0-T CORRECTED 
FOR RATE 
NORMAL 
INTERVAL 
BORDERLINE 
INTERVAL 
PROLONGED 
INTERVAL 
T-WAVES BORDERLINE ABNORMAL 
MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION 
POSTERIOR 
CANNOT BE 
EXCLUDED PROBABLE 
TYPICAL 
PATTERN OLD 
MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION 
ANTERIOR 
CANNOT BE 
EXCLUDED PROBABLE 
TYPICAL 
PATTERN OLD 
MISCELLANEOUS FINDINGS BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK. RIGHT 
BUNDLE BRANCH 
BLOCK. LEFT 
PAROXYSMAL 
TACHYCARDIA 
WOLF-PARKINSON-
WHITE 
This Interpretation has been done by a digital computer. It has not been examined by a cardiologist. It should not be considered 
a final interpretation. The machine has not been programmed to recognize most arrhythmias, electrolyte disturbances, and certain 
other abnormalities. The checked interpretations have been calculated after allowing for the age of the patient. 
JOHN E. GUSTAFSON, M. D. 
ECO ANALYSIS FOAM INH NO. I 
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classification procedure. 
Referring to the adult standards, Appendix A, one can see the criter­
ia used. The mechanization of these criteria is shown in the several 
flow charts also contained in Appendix A. The standards for children are 
similar, and the flow charts for the children's program are practically 
identical in structure. These standards are combined standards from many 
standard medical references, using, in part, the information contained in 
Burch and Winsor (2), and Zeigler (20). These were combined by Dr. J. E. 
Gustafson of Iowa Methodist Hospital to furnish the criteria presently uti­
lized. These have been modified, as required, during the period the com­
puter diagnostic method has been in operation. 
The entire method of diagnosis rests on the successive comparison of 
the computed quantity with a series of threshhold values and classi­
fication of the result into one of n + 1 categories as defined by the 
values Xn« Associated with each of these categories is a descriptive tag, 
defining the category in medical terminology. For purposes of this dis­
sertation, this is the method which will be employed in the automatic in­
terpretation scheme, since it has been highly successful in practice, and 
since the quantities which will be found by the automatic method can be 
used in a similar manner. These values of are those listed as criteria 
in Appendix A. 
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METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Present Approaches to Problem 
A review of the literature covering the automatic recording, measure­
ment, and interpretation of the clinical electrocardiogram shows that a 
large amount of work is being done in this area, with many techniques in 
use. Although the analytical techniques for accomplishing the measurement 
and interpretation vary, most of the equipment requirements are similar. 
There are three distinct techniques reported, each quite different in the 
method of analysis utilized. 
At the National Bureau of Standards, as reported by Taback (16), a 
measurement and recording technique is in operation which utilizes a 
sampler operating at a frequency of 1000 samples per second. The sampled 
data is converted to digital form by an analogue-to-digital converter, and 
stored on magnetic tape. The filtering of the data is accomplished by 
means of a moving average computed by a digital computer, forty samples 
wide. The average of forty samples is taken as the value of the signal at 
the sample point being considered. This produces an attenuation versus 
frequency characteristic of j , which causes the curve to fall 
to zero at 25 cycles per second, thus eliminating the effects of high fre­
quency noise. The onset and offset of the various pulses are found by 
the criterion that three successive rises (or drops) in the averages con­
stitute the beginning (or end) of a given pulse. This yields pulse heights 
and durations, the same data utilized in the wpmiai measurement methods. 
The U. S. Public Health Service is undertaking a second effort, and 
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this effort is described by Caceres (4) and Steinberg (15). The general 
method is similar to that previously described, except that the data are 
first recorded on analogue tape, transported, played back on analogue 
tape, and then digitized. After the data are in digital form, it is fed 
directly to a digital computer for analysis. Initially, as reported, a 
digital filtering scheme was used, wherein at each sample point a parabola 
was fitted to the sample point, and 8 adjacent samples, 4 ahead and four 
behind the sample point under consideration. This gave a least squares 
fit to a high degree of accuracy, but, at a rate of 625 samples per sec­
ond, required 25 minutes per waveform to accomplish the filtering. Since 
this was obviously impractical, analogue filtering was used in the later 
stages of the project. This scheme utilizes the filtered waveform, and 
its derivative, to accomplish the pattern recognition. The parameters 
ultimately extracted are those clinical parameters listed in Fig. 1. 
A third technique, first proposed by Martinek (ll), as defined by 
Stark (14) utilizes information theory techniques. Martinek proposed use 
of a large number of sensors to accurately determine the potential dis­
tribution of the heart, using the multipole model for the heart. The out­
put of the sensors was optically correlated with the cataloged waveforms 
of a number of specific heart diseases. The disease having the highest 
correlation coefficient was selected as the diagnosis. This used cor­
relation of the entire electrocardiogram, and presented the problem of a 
large catalogue, and an extremely difficult normalization problem. No 
results were given in either of these papers, as they were proposed 
methods. 
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A modification of the correlation technique was proposed by Stark. 
This consisted of a system similar to the first two described, using cor­
relation techniques. The quantized data was split into several pulses, 
and cross-correlated against the output of a random number generator. An 
adaptive selection scheme was employed, wherein the cataloged waveform, 
starting with the random numbers, was modified to give successively higher " 
correlations functions, until convergence is reached. The use of these 
random numbers was for two purposes. The first was for the demonstration 
of a true adaptive system, as one aspect of the problem of artificial in­
telligence, and the second was for the purpose of reducing the memory 
space required for catalogues. Each pulse was normalized on both the time 
base and the amplitude base, so a limited set of numbers was required. It 
will be noted that this is a refinement over previous techniques in that 
the cataloging problem is reduced by the correlation of the individual 
pulses. The diagnostic method proposed was using the Schmitt orthogonal 
lead system, and was within the area of spatial vectorcardiography. No 
results were given, as this was also a proposed system, so the effective­
ness of this method has not yet been evaluated. 
The methods described above are generally in chronological order, and 
show a gradual evolution from the obvious solution of the problem to the 
more sophisticated application of modern techniques of information theory. 
The use of clinical parameters, although duplicating the work of the cardi­
ologist, ignores additional information contained in the signal. In the 
diagnosis by the experienced cardiologist, any additional bits of data may 
be considered, consciously or unconsciously, in arriving at a final 
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diagnosis. However, the present standards do not consider all the infor­
mation content of the signal, and if successful machine diagnosis is jto. 
be made, all the information present should be used. 
The progress toward more advanced techniques of data acquisition and 
interpretation should result in a reduction of the equipment required, as 
the sampling rate can be lowered as a result of utilization of a priori 
knowledge of the probable signal structure and content. 
Proposed Method for Iowa Methodist Hospital 
The general method to be utilized in this project also consists of a 
sampling and quantizing, and storage process. The proposed system is 
shown in Fig. 6. This method of data scanning and acquisition is the 
simplest and least expensive which can be used, and it is certainly ade­
quate for measurement and recording of current data. For scanning his­
torical data, which are recorded on charts, an optical scanner would be re­
quired. While the use of old data, where diagnosis and prognosis could be 
compared with later case histories of the patients is highly desirable for 
improvement of the diagnostic criteria, it is not considered that this is 
of paramount importance in this project. Rather, the establishment of a 
method for using present diagnostic criteria in an efficient manner is 
the initial goal. 
The electrocardiograph will, for automatic recording purposes, nec-
cessarily provide a means for the entering, by the operator, of a digital 
code into the storage medium. These data entered in code would consist of 
patient name, patient number, and other pertinent facts necessary for 
POSSIBLE IMH ECG RECORDING CONFIGURATION 
POSSIBLE 
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FILTERS 
TO COMPUTER 
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OR 
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Figure 6. Proposed ECG recording unit 
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proper identification of the electrocardiogram. The analog waveform may 
require some filtering in the actual model, and perhaps the waveform must 
he differentiated in order to furnish a base point for measurement and 
sample counting. The output of a differentiating circuit will be operated 
on by logical circuitry, designed to pick the highest negative derivative 
magnitude. Investigations by the U. S. Public Health Service has estab­
lished that this negative nw.vtnniin of the derivative always occurs on the 
negative slope of the R wave, on all waveforms, whether normal or ab­
normal. Therefore, it can be used as a time base point on the electro­
cardiogram waveform. 
The analog signal will then be quantized by an analog-to-digital con­
verter. The usual resolution for the converter is an accuracy in quanti­
zation to one part in 1024. This has proved successful in the projects 
previously described, and will be initially utilized in this system. The 
sampling rate for this project will be 250 samples per second. An a-
nalysis of the most critical pulse, the Q wave, is made in Appendix B, and 
this frequency was selected. Since an analogue-to-digital converter is 
not available on this project, data from the U. S. Public Health Service 
project will be utilized. The basic sampling rate on this data will be 
500 samples per second, and, by sorting, sampling rates of 250 and 125 
samples per second will be used, and the results compared, although the 
rate of 500 samples per second is apparently higher than required. 
The output of the quantizer will be stored in digital form. The 
storage in digital form will provide a means for proper synchronization of 
the data, and will avoid one basic difficulty encountered by the Public 
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Health Service project. That project was formed to accept data from 
numerous sources, and as a result, the data were recorded in analog form 
on tape, and played hack on another analog tape transport into the con­
verter. This introduced an extremely difficult problem of flutter and 
wow (low frequency noise) into the signal at frequencies close to the most 
critical frequencies of the pulses. This very much increased the diffi­
culty of pattern recognition. It is considered that direct digital re­
cording will eliminate much of this low frequency noise problem. 
The system outlined above will serve as a basis for acquisition of 
the data to be used in the analysis to follow. Further discussion of the 
hardware to be used does not appear to be warranted, since the crucial 
problem is the actual method of analyzing a signal -which most be extracted 
from a combination of signal and noise. 
The problem of implementing the system previously described is rela­
tively routine, in that no special purpose equipment is required, and 
careful design of the subsystems will result in a suitable data acquisi­
tion system. The central problem lies in the utilization of the digitized 
data properly. The data must be used to reconstruct the basic waveform 
from the sampled signal with the superimposed noise, and to interpret the 
waveform into information meaningful to the cardiologist. This latter 
requirement may require the normal clinical parameters, or the interpre­
tation of the data into actual diagnoses, or a combination of both. The 
problem thus may be split into three interdependent areas, that of ex­
traction of the signal from the sampled data containing both signal and 
noise, that of interpretation of the electrocardiogram, and that of 
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performing an actual diagnosis. 
Although these three problems cannot be strictly separated, they will 
be dealt with separately at first. Thus, the discussion will concern sig­
nal extraction, pattern recognition, and diagnosis in separate sections, 
then expand the ideas developed therein into an overall method of analyz­
ing the data. 
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EXTRACTION OF SIGNAL BY CORRELATION 
Development of General Method 
Previous work 
The methods previously discussed utilized several techniques for ex­
traction of the signal from a combination of signal plus noise. The first 
method, by the National Bureau of Standards, employed a moving average to 
characterize the signal. This amounts to a linear approximation to the 
signal, but requires a high sampling frequency to minimize the effects of 
-wild sample points. The second method, by the Public Health Service, em­
ployed analogue filtering to remove the objactional frequency components 
of the noise from the combination of signal plus noise. One disadvantage 
of both of these methods is that frequency components of the signal in the 
frequency bands stopped by the filtering are also removed. The parabolic 
fitting method, also employed by the Public Health Service, uses a mean 
square error criterion, which is superior to the other two methods, but 
requires excessive computation. 
Correlation techniques 
In order to optimize a given system, some error criterion must be 
selected. In the cases discussed above, two criteria were mentioned, the 
linear minimization of error, and the mean square minimization of error. 
The mean square error is realistic, and describes a valid performance cri­
terion for a large number of systems and it is mathematically convenient 
to use. 
The use of correlation techniques, which was undertaken by Stark (14) 
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and Martinek (11) furnishes a mean square error criterion and does so 
without excessive computation. The use of correlation techniques is fur­
ther discussed "by Bendat (l), Davenport (5), Goldman (8), Horwitz (10), 
Truxal (17), and Turin (18). The use of such techniques is attractive 
"because of the possibility of utilizing a combination of digital and an­
alogue filtering techniques to accomplish the extraction of signal from 
the combination of signal plus noise. Therefore the correlation tech­
niques will be investigated in detail. 
Correlation techniques can be shown to furnish an approximation to 
the signal in that they furnish a mean square error minimization between 
the signal, and the combination of the signal plus noise. Several ap­
proaches may be taken to demonstrate this property, and a probabilistic 
approach is shown as supplementary material in Appendix B. However, a 
different approach to the problem may be taken, which demonstrates that 
the signal to noise power ratio is maximized by the correlation technique. 
The approach taken utilizes matched filters in the same manner as Turin 
(18). 
If s(t) is any physical waveform, consider, by definition, that a 
filter which is "matched" to this waveform is one having an impulse re­
sponse h(*r) = ks(A - T), where k and Â are arbitrary constants. The 
transfer function of this matched filter, which is the Fourier transform 
of the impulse response is, 
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H(ja>) • )  h(T)e"^llT 
= k s(A - T)E^<BT 4T 
= k { S(T ' )e^0JT DT -jW& 
under the substitution T' = L - T. NOW, the spectrum of s(t) is 
S(jw) = s(t)e"^Wt dt 
Comparing the last two equations, we have 
HQ")) = k S(-ju>)e"jU* = k S*(ju>)e~jU* 
Thus, the matched filter under discussion has a transfer function which 
is the complex conjugate of the spectrum of the signal to which it is 
matched. 
Let us examine such devices to determine whether or not they provide 
an optimization of the signal-to-noise ratio. Consider that a waveform 
x(t) consists either entirely of white noise, n(t), or of white noise n(t) 
plus a signal of known form. It is desired to make the decision as to 
which of these cases is true by passing x(t) through a linear filter. 
Thus, the output of the filter should consist of a component y^(t) plus a 
component yg(t), due to the noise and signal components respectively of 
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x(t). The output should he considerably greater if s(t) is present. This 
can be accomplished by specifying that the filter make the instantaneous 
power in the output yg(A), (where A is at a specific time t), a maximum 
with respect to the average power in n(t) at time t = A. 
Assuming that n(t) is stationary, the average noise power at any in­
stant is the integrated power under the noise power density spectrum at 
the filter output. If G(jw) is the transfer function of the filter, then 
the output noise power density is 
where NQ/2 is the amplitude of the noise power spectral density. The out­
put noise power is therefore 
Further, if S(jui) is the input signal spectrum, then S(jw)G(jw) is the out­
put signal spectrum, and yg(A) is the inverse Fourier transform of this, 
evaluated at t = A, that is 
The ratio of the squared second equation to the first is the power ratio 
which is to be maximized 
*s(4) = àr 
CO 
s(j»)<Kd»)eJttA at!) 
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P = 
r » 
J S(jo))G(jw)e^  dm 
. <MCO -
H0 J" |G(J*)| 2 <3» 
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Since the integral in the numerator is real Cys(A)]2, and identifying 
G( j<u) with f(x) and S(jm) with g(x) in the Schwarz inequality 
|f(x)g(x)dx | < Jjf(x) |2 dx J'lg(x)]2 dx 
we obtain 
j* 00 
12 5 4 /  | s u u , ) | :  dti) 
Since S(ju») 2 is the energy density spectrum of s(t), the integral above 
is the total signal energy E in s(t). Then 
P 1f 
In the case that f(x) = kg*(x), i.e., when 
G(jw) = kS*(jœ)e~j"* 
the Schwarz inequality becomes equal on both sides, hence the equations 
which follow the Schwarz inequality all become equalities. This results 
in a maximum signal energy for a given noise energy. In case the noise 
is not white, the following holds 
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a(» - k 
This follows "because if the input, x(t) is passed through a filter with a 
transfer function N( joi), the noise component at its output will "be white. 
However, the signal component will "be distorted, now having the spectrum 
S(• The cascade connection of the noise-whitening filter and 
this matched filter is indeed the solution stated above. Thus we have 
shown that the matched filter approach does provide a maximum value of the 
signal-to-noise power ratio. 
That the matched filter technique provides the same information as 
the correlation functions can be seen from the following. The response 
to an input s(t) of a linear filter with an impulse response h(f) is, by-
convolution 
Considering the finite form over a period T of a single pulse, and shifting 
forward by T 1 gives 
If h( r )  = s(- t), with no time delay, then 
Making the substitution (t - t )  = t  8, we have 
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*.<*>-a / s(t') s(t  + t  1 ) dT 
-T 
It will "be noted that this form is exactly the same as the form of the fi­
nite autocorrelation function developed independently in Appendix E. If 
the filter was not exactly matched to s(t), but rather to s-^(t), the av­
erage output of the matched filter becomes the continuous crosscorrela­
tion function as defined in the following equation. 
The development in the preceding paragraphs, although carried out in order 
to show that correlation techniques do indeed provide for a maximization of 
signal power with respect to noise power, also hold promise for future de­
velopment on this project, since it may be possible to build analog match­
ing filters in order to further minimize the computation required by the 
digital computer. However, more information regarding the required im­
pulse response function must be acquired before implementation of such an 
analog system can be attempted. 
In the preceding paragraphs, and in Appendix G, we have shown that the 
correlation functions do indeed represent a minimization of a mean square 
error in the case of linear dependence between variables. We shall assume 
this linear dependence in the problem under investigation, and utilize the 
crosscorrelation function as a measure of the dependence of the two func­
tions. 
T 
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We can now summarize some of the properties of correlation functions 
which will be useful later. Properties of the autocorrelation function 
are: 
1. The autocorrelation function is an even function (9(T) = 
jd(-r) )• 
2. The autocorrelation function has a maximum at r =0. 
3. 0(0) is the average power of the time function. 
4. If a signal contains periodic components (or a dc value), the 
autocorrelation function contains components of the same 
periods (or a dc component). 
5. The autocorrelation function is equal to the sum of the 
autocorrelation functions of the individual frequency 
components. 
6. A given autocorrelation function can correspond to any number 
of time functions, however each time function has only a 
single autocorrelation function. 
7. The autocorrelation function of the derivative of f(t) is 
the second derivative of the autocorrelation function of 
f(t). 
Some properties of the crosscorrelation function are: 
1. The crosscorrelation function is not an even function. 
2. (^t) = ^ (-T). 
3. ^^(t) ^ es nat necessarily posses a maximum at T = 0. 
These properties are summarized in Truxal (17). 
Since we are dealing with a system in which the input waveforms are 
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sampled, and then quantized into numerical form, the data to be analyzed 
is in a discrete form. Therefore, in accordance with the development of 
Appendix G, the discrete autocorrelation function becomes 
and the crosscorrelation function between two waveforms, 1 and 2 becomes 
Application of correlation techniques to the electrocardiogram 
Having shown that the correlation techniques discussed above will lead 
to a minimization of the error in the mean square sense, let us investigate 
the applicability of such techniques to the waveform of the electrocardio­
gram. We note the following facts about the waveform: 
1. It is approximately periodic. 
2. It is composed of several pulses. 
3. Except for the ST segment, the noiseless value between 
pulses equals zero. 
4. It possesses certain common characteristics, which are al­
ways present, regardless of the patient being recorded. 
5. Since the heart rate varies, and the width of the individual 
pulses is not proportional to the heart rate, a search must be 
made before application of the correlation techniques. 
With these characteristics in mind, let us briefly discuss some of 
+N 
k + -N 
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the implications. The periodicity of the wave, and, further, the perio­
dicity of the individual pulses simplifies the correlation functions. If 
the period of the heart rate, at the time of recording is (R-R) = T, the 
crosscorrelation function in the continuous case simplifies to 
ri 2 
^(T) = ^  J gx(t)g2(t + T) dT 
-0/2 
and in the discrete case to 
r3-
^12^) = 2N + 1 2 *K yK + j 
k = -N 
Thus, it is necessary to perform correlation over a period T, as the same 
information is repeated for the next cardiac cycle. Furthermore, since a 
specific pulse occurs only once during each cardiac cycle, the entire cycle. 
need not he covered, since the zero value of the ordinate at points outside 
the interval 2T + T < T contributes nothing to the value of the correla-
s c 
tion function. Tq is the width of the cardiac pulse, and Tg the width of 
the standard pulse being correlated with the cardiac pulse. Therefore, the 
required correlation is considerably reduced. Between pulses, the value of 
the waveform voltage is essentially zero, although the noise will usually 
be present. Since the noise is assumed to be uncorrelated with the signal, 
the crosscorrelation figure for the zero voltage line will be zero. 
In order to apply correlation techniques to this problem, it is nec­
essary to utilize some standard pulses to correlate the waveform pulse 
with. Although waveforms vary from lead to lead, and from patient to 
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patient, inspection of a large number of waveforms suggests that the P and 
T waves are shaped very much like sinusoids, and that the QRS complex is 
built up of triangles. Therefore, for the initial stages of this investi­
gation, wave shapes of this type will be used as the catalogued pulses a-
gainst which the cardiac pulses will be correlated. By initially using 
these pulses which are describable in an analytical manner, we can, through 
simple subroutines, simplify the standardization of waveforms, and simplify 
the mathematical procedure involved in the actual correlation. After the 
basic technique is in workable form, extension to the method can be made, 
in order to more accurately define the exact shape of the pulses. 
Wow, in order to render the correlation computation meaningful, sev­
eral conditions are necessary. First, the most important condition to 
be satisfied is an area criterion. If the standard P wave, for instance, 
were correlated against a P wave of larger amplitude and duration, i.e., 
one indicative of greater heart activity, it would give a greater value 
of the crosscorrelation function than one of less amplitude, even though 
the waveshape of the pulse of less amplitude might more closely approxi­
mate that of the standard wave. The critical factor is the area, and 
some technique must be developed to normalize the waves being correlated. 
As an initial iteration on the problem, waves will be picked which are 
indicative of the mean values tabulated for various groups of patients, 
and used as a standard. For instance, reference to Burch (2) and Appen­
dix D shows that, for normal adults, the following values are typical for 
the P wave. 
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Range Range 
lead Avg. Amplitude (MLn. to Max.) Duration (Min. to Max.) 
I 0.55 rav 0-1.1 0.08 sec 0.06 - 0.11 
II 1.25 mv 0.3-2.5 0.08 sec 0.06 - 0.11 
III 0.80 mv -1.0-2.0 0.08 sec 0.06 - 0.11 
Thus we shall store these values in the computer as a standard for the 
particular lead under consideration. If lead I were being checked, the 
standard against which the electrocardiogram would be compared would be, 
for diagnostic purposes, 1.1 sin x, where x will be some angle determined 
by the index of the discrete correlation function. 
Having fixed certain standards, an indication of the meaning of the 
correlation function is in order. First, for pulses having the same wave­
shape, the crosscorrelation function becomes the autocorrelation function. 
For a wave of the same area and same time base (identical pulse) this 
autocorrelation function would be a maximum value which could be attained 
in correlating two pulses of the same area. Mow, the autocorrelation 
function of a periodic pulse is periodic, reaches a maximum at T = (0), and 
is an even function about this point. This zero point occurs at the point 
of coincidence of the pulse peaks. Thus, in the case of a function such as 
sin wT, the autocorrelation is ^  cos u>T, which demonstrates the state­
ments listed above. Additionally, since the autocorrelation function is 
even, it is necessary only to perform the correlation until a maximum is 
reached, and the symmetry yields the descending portion of the correlation 
function. Now, if the time base is identical, but the second function is 
k2 
k sin ti)T, the value of the autocorrelation function becomes 77- cos (i)T. 
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Thus, a wave of the correct time hase, but different area, if of the same 
shape, will indicate this area by the value of the autocorrelation func­
tion. 
Consider, however, the case where the waveshapes are not identical. 
In order to analyze this case, some assumptions must be made. Two useful 
assumptions are as follows : 
1. The time base of the standard pulse is the same as that of 
the pulse being measured, or can be directly related to it. 
2. The effects of various deviations of the shape of the pulses 
from the standard pulses can be catalogued and taken into 
account. 
If these assumptions can be justified and/or implemented, any given pulse 
can be correlated with the standard pulse, and the correlation function 
interpreted in terms of meaningful values of heart activity, and, in ad­
dition, a reconstruction of the pulse furnished with some degree of ac­
curacy. 
The program description of the computation of the crosscorrelation 
functions is shown in Appendix C. It is now necessary to investigate the 
problem of logic associated with the pattern recognition program, because 
prior to any application of the correlation techniques, it is necessary to 
have proper indexing of the sample points, and to know where in the sequence 
of samples to perform the several correlations required. Also, the waves 
must be normalized in amplitude and time prior to the correlation in order 
to easily interpret the results of the correlation computation. Prior to 
discussion of the logic of recognition, however, a preliminary study of 
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some experimental results of the correlation computations will be made, in 
order to justify the assumptions previously made, and to determine whether 
the correlation techniques themselves will be useful in formulation of the 
logic of recognition. 
Correlation Studies and Data 
Correlation results 
In order to determine the characteristics of correlation functions for 
use in this study, a number of these functions were computed in accordance 
with the program outlined in Appendix C. Some of these correlation func­
tions are plotted in the accompanying figures. 
The program was originally checked by computation of the autocorrela­
tion function of a sine wave. Analytical computation of this wave yields 
an autocorrelation function for the sine wave E sin cot. With E = 1, the 
program, utilizing 41 data points and a sine wave pulse yielded a value of 
0.4885. This is an error of 2.3$ from the correct value of 0.500, and 
represents a typical P-wave computation at 500 samples per second. The 
error arises, of course, from the trapezoidal integration used. The man­
ual measuring method used by the cardiologists on this wave is approxi­
mately + 556, so the program accuracy is well within the limits required. 
This curve is shown in Fig. 7. 
The next study undertaken was the study of the triangular wave. The 
study was undertaken to ascertain the effects of a non-isoceles triangle 
on the correlation function, and to determine the effects of shape varia­
tion on a mathematically tractable pulse shape. The pulse selected was 
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triangular in nature, with a pulse width of 40 samples. An isoceles tri­
angle with peak at sample No. 21 was chosen as pulse No. 1, the triangles 
of the same area were successively offset to sample No. 38, chosen as 
pulse No. 10. Autocorrelation functions were computed for pulses 1 
through 10, and crosscorrelation functions between pulse 1 and all other 
pulses. The results can be summarized by Fig. 19. This shows that the 
autocorrelation function remains substantially constant, and that the 
crosscorrelation function decreases as the offset between wave peaks in­
creases, as shown by Fig. 19, curve a. Only three significant figures 
were utilized in this computation, and more accurate input data would 
serve to smooth the curve. 
Some additional information can be gained from this study. It is 
necessary to determine the shift on the time axis of the peak of the cor­
relation function as a function of the separation of the peaks of the 
pulses being correlated with each other. This is a linear 1 to 1 rela­
tionship between the peak sample shift of the crosscorrelation function 
and the sample difference between the peak of the pulses being crosscor-
related, under the conditions that the pulses are normalized on the time 
base. 
The results of these studies can be summarized by the set of curves 
defining the maximum value of the crosscorrelation function of a controlled 
area as a function of the peak shift in the pulses, and of the shift in the 
correlation function peak with respect to the peak shift in the the pulses. 
These relationships can be used in a table lookup scheme in the diagnosis 
for (a) altering the standard waveform, and (b) correcting the value of 
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the maximum correlation function to correspond to the shift in peaks of 
the pulses. 
The next study performed was the R-wave of the QRS complex of the 
electrocardiogram. These pulses are shown in Fig. 24. In this complex, 
the primary (R) wave appears triangular. A triangular standard wave was 
selected, with an amplitude close to (larger) than the R-waves. The R 
waves were raw sampled data, and slightly irregular, because of the pres­
ence of noise, so a standard triangular wave approximating the envelope 
of the data pulse was selected. This data is actual sampled data from 
the U. S. Public Health Service project. It will be noted that the data 
has not been normalized, since the scale factors were not made available 
to this project. The following results were obtained for the successive 
R waves of a single lead. 
Wave Area Autocorrelation Crosscorrelation (with R^^) 
Rgtd 5810 6574 (6574) 
Rx 5118 5629 (7250) 5944 (5250) 
Rg 5470 6404 (7210) 6540 (5970) 
5550 6555 (7220) 6414 (6100) 
R4 5549 5567 (6470) 6092 (5620) 
R5 5555 6557 (7170) 6402 (6090) 
The first figures tabulated under the correlation functions are the 
raw data, and the figures in the parentheses are the correlation func­
tions corrected to reflect the differences in area of the waves. Since 
the waves are all in the same lead, approximately the same corrected value 
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of correlation functions appears for all waves except R^ (which appears to 
"be in error). This is consistent with expectations of periodic electro­
cardiograms. It will he further noted that the autocorrelation functions 
for the R-waves are higher than those for the standard waves, which indi­
cates that the waves are not truly triangular in nature, hut rather are 
more sharply peaked than the triangular pulses, which is consistent with 
the results of previous studies. Previously, for the same area, autocor­
relation functions were computed for three pulses, the square wave, the 
sine wave, and the triangular wave. The ratio of autocorrelation function 
to the area squared for the three pulses respectively were 1.000, 1.240, 
and 1.333. Therefore, for these R-waves, one would expect the optimum 
standard to he more peaked than a triangle, perhaps consisting of two par­
abolic segments. However, for ease of computation, the first standard 
will remain the triangular wave, and the consequent reduction of the value 
of the crosscorrelation function accounted for in the diagnostic standards. 
Referring to Fig. 10, it can he seen that the crosscorrelation function 
peak corresponds to the sample No. as the autocorrelation peak, hence 
there is very little shift from an isoceles triangle. Any small shifts 
can be handled by the appropriate factor given by Fig. 19. 
Additional studies were performed on the P-wave, and the results are 
shown in Figs. 12, 13, 14, and 15. The data used is shown in Fig. 22. 
Both the actual data points and the smoothed (linear) data points shown 
in Fig. 22 were utilized. The standard wave pulse was a sinusoid, which 
appears to be generally close to the form of most P-waves. The results 
are summarized below. 
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Original Sampled Data 
Wave Area Autocorrelation Crosscorrelation (with 
Pstd 774 69 (69) 
P2 916 81 (58) 76 (64) 
P3 646 58 (83) 58 (69) 
P4 708 61 (72) 63 (69) 
P5 644 51 (73) 57 (69) 
Smoothed Data 
Pstd 774 69 (69) 
P2 
942 72 (51) 76 (63) 
P3 668 50 (67) 60 (69) 
P4 678 54 (70) 60 (68) 
It will "be noted that the deviations of values is greater in this 
case than with the R-waves. Inspection of the data in Fig. 22 shows that 
there was a hase change in wave P4. P2, P3, and PS occurred in the same 
lead and should he fairly repetitive, hut it is noted that P2 is much 
larger in area, with a broader peak, which gives a lower value of the 
corrected correlation function. This, according to Steinberg (15) is the 
most difficult pulse to identify and measure, and has given difficulty on 
the U. S. Public Health Service project. In the case of P2, no reason 
except patient variation between heartbeats can be ascertained. Fortu­
nately, in the initial portions of this investigation, great precision is 
not required on the P-wave measurement in order to secure a successful 
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diagnosis, as, in general, presence or absence and general form are the 
only diagnostic criteria needed for the diseases being considered. Later 
utilization of correlation techniques in more refined and extensive di­
agnoses will undoubtedly require more precise definition of the P-waves. 
Inspection of the corrected values of autocorrelation and crosscor­
relation of the above pulses indicates that a sine wave is a fairly good 
approximation, and inspection of the Figs. 21 through 26 indicates that 
the P-waves are very symmetrical, so that sine waves shall continue to be 
used as a reasonable standard pulse, and will probably serve as a usable 
standard for most diagnoses. 
The T-wave s of the same original sampled data were studied, with the 
results tabulated below. The data utilized were those shown in Fig. 23, 
in original form, and smoothed, as shown thereon. Results on these waves 
are somewhat inclusive because of the shift of the baseline data of the 
sampled data electrocardiograms. The standard wave selected was again a 
sine wave. 
Wave Area Autocorrelation Crosscorrelation (with T^) 
Tstd 11,710 98 (98) 
Tx 47 64 
T2 1,310 67 
T4 1,454 82 
T1(smoothed) 61 
Tg(smoothed) 66 
T^(smoothed) 81 
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No corrections are shown to the results listed above, since a chang­
ing "baseline on the data invalidated many of the results with the original 
data used. Inspection of Figs. 16 and 17 pictorially indicates the same 
results as those summarized above. Inspection of these figures show a 
shift of about 5 data points to the right on the crosscorrelation func­
tions from the autocorrelation functions, however. This is indicative of 
the skewed nature of the T wave. Modification of the standard wave is in­
dicated, "but the initial study will utilize the curve shown in Fig. 19 to 
modify the value of the crosscorrelation function in order to compensate 
for this shift, and a sine wave standard will also be utilized in this 
case. 
As a check on studies made by previous investigators, an autocorre­
lation study was made on the entire electrocardiogram waveform, as shown 
in the data of Fig. 21. The first half (the second "being symmetrical) of 
this is shown in Fig. 11. The shape of this curve can he explained from 
inspection of Fig. 11 and Fig. 21. At the maximum positive value of the 
autocorrelation function, at the right side of 11, the wave is aligned 
with itself. At the first negative minimum, the T wave is opposite the 
depressed ST segment, and the P-wave is opposite the PR interval. A 
smaller relative positive maximum occurs when the P and R waves are 
aligned, and a negative minimum occurs when the P and R waves are aligned 
with the ST segment. A positive maximum occurs again when the T and R 
waves are aligned, and a negative minimum occurs thereafter when the P 
wave is opposite the ST segment. 
The presence of these relative maxima and minima in the autocorrelation 
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function can serve to identify the presence or absence of the various 
pulses, as well as their direction (positive or negative). Additionally, 
with the use of some logical operations the locations of the various 
pulses can he ascertained. In one scheme of diagnosis presented by 
Martinek (11), given myocardial diseases may establish specific types of 
overall autocorrelation functions which may be classified. However, the 
computation of correlation functions is lengthy. In an average BCG wave­
form, sampled at 500 samples per second, 400 individual samples may be 
expected. In order to compute the autocorrelation function of sampled 
data of this length, 2N^ multiplications and additions are required to 
compute half the symmetrical correlation function. This, for N = 400, 
results in 320,000 multiplications and an equal number of additions. If 
the waveform is broken up into specific pulses, with N = 40, this results 
in 3200 operations each of multiplication and addition, a saving of 99$ 
in computer time, and a saving of a great deal of memory space. As prev­
iously pointed out, advantage will be taken of this saving, and the cor­
relation of only individual pulses taken. 
An additional study was performed in conjunction with the pattern 
recognition study which is of interest in this section. This study was to 
determine the effects on the value of the correlation function of an im­
proper normalization on the time axis, resulting either from an error 
occurring in the logic of recognition, or the use of a standard waveform 
not correctly matched to the pulse which is being correlated. The pulses 
under consideration are shown in Fig. 18. The following data were taken 
on this study. 
Figure 19. (sample shift)/(pulse sample length) 
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Figure 20. Effect of normalization 
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Pulse Autocorrelation Crosscorrelation Area % Sample Change 
1 - 1  8212 (0.5680) 120 
2 - 2  9402 (0.4700) 140 
3 - 3  10819 (0.4225) 160 
4 - 4  12075 (0.3730) 180 
5 - 5  13522 (0.3380) 200 
6 - 6  6682 (0.6682) 100 
7 - 7  5482 (0.8575) 80 
1 - 2  8705 (0.5180) 0 
1 - 3  9168 (0.4780) +15.4 
H
 l 
r
f*
 
9461 (0.4380) +30.8 
H
 l en
 
9759 (0.4070) +46.2 
1 - 6  7302 (0.6080) -15.4 
1 - 7  6338 (0.6600) -30.8 
The parentheses show the values of the correlation functions after 
correction for area differences. The pertinent results of this study are 
indicated in Fig. 20. It will be noted that the values of the correlation 
functions, of different pulses varying in time base, but of constant maxi­
mum amplitude, exhibit approximately a piecewise linear relationship on 
each side of the correct value. The break in the curve occurs because of 
the higher percentage change at below the unity value. This curve fur­
nishes a correction which can be applied to the correlation function when 
the time base is either improperly normalized as a result of the logic of 
recognition, or furnishes a basis for interpreting the correlation 
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functions when no normalization whatsoever is used. This would permit the 
use of median values as standards and use of this correction to change the 
values. It can he seen that a possibly large saving in computation time 
might result. 
Data 
Samples of the data utilized in this investigation are shown in Figs. 
21 through 26. During the early stages of the project, it was decided to 
use the sampled data available from the U. S. Public Health Service pro­
ject. On this project, an analogue-to-digital converter was available 
with print-out, at any sampling frequency desired. A small amount of 
this data was made available, and a sample of one waveform of one lead is 
shown in Fig. 21. 
Fig. 21 shows a plot of the sampled data. The original data fur­
nished was at a sampling frequency of 500 samples per second, but, for 
purposes of plotting, eveiy other data point was chosen, giving an ef­
fective sampling frequency of 250 samples per second. The individual 
wave pulses shown in Figs. 22, 25, and 24 show all data points (500 
samples per second). This data was very useful initially on the project 
because it furnished an illustration of the noise inherent in the elec­
trocardiogram. As can be seen from inspection of this data, the noise 
components are relatively small with respect to the signal components, 
and do not present a difficult problem for signal detection. 
However, it was difficult to transport the data in large quantities 
between projects, and the numerical format was unsuitable for direct use 
in the 1620, and required additional conversion prior to use on the 
Figure 21. Sampled data 
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Figure 25. Sampled data - T-wave 
Figure 24. Sampled data - R waves 
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Figure 24. Sampled data - R waves (continued) 
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Figure 25. Sampled (hand)•data for use in program 
Figure 26. Actual ECG data 
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project. These disadvantages, coupled with the lack of supporting data 
such as scale factors and lead number designations forced discontinuance 
of use of this data. An additional difficulty presented by this data is 
that the baseline shifts at low frequencies because of the flutter and 
wow in the analogue tape recorder used on the project, as previously ex­
plained. The data which was available was used to study the correlation 
routines, and the results were discussed in a previous section. 
It will be noted, in Figs. 22, 23, and 24, that a visually approxi­
mated average was taken of the data, and these points used in computation 
of the correlation functions. No attempt was made to provide a statistical 
fitting of this curve to the sampled data, as this is the purpose for 
which the correlation functions are to be employed. Rather, this smooth­
ing, performed by inspection, was for the purpose of determining its 
effect on the correlation functions, in magnitude and shape. 
The results of the smoothing on the correlation functions was very 
slight, and suggested an alternative, slower, method of data acquisition. 
It was proposed to use the data available at Iowa Methodist Hospital from 
patients tested at the Heart Station. This data is available in the form 
shown in Fig. 26, and consists of the patient's identification, the 12 
electrocardiograms, and an analysis, which appears on the back of the 
mounting sheet for the records. This provides a guide to checking the 
results of the diagnoses, as well as the necessary records. However, the 
data, taken directly from the electrocardiograph, is unsuitable, and 
must be converted to digital form. 
Since the results of the smoothing indicated very little change in 
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the correlation functions as a result, it was decided to carefully measure 
the waveforms from the electrocardiograms, expand them on both the time 
and amplitude scales, and pick samples from the expanded plots to give 
the data in usable digital form. Although the scale is approximately l/4 
that actually used in the project, an example of this expansion is shown 
on Fig. 25. Values were picked at proper sampling intervals, recorded, 
and put onto punched cards for use in the computer. The studies which 
follow use data of this type. 
Logic of Recognition of the Electrocardiogram 
Discussion of recognition 
The problem of automatic interpretation of an electrocardiogram is a 
specific case of a larger general class of problems in pattern recogni­
tion. Fundamentally, the problem of pattern recognition, according to 
MLnsky (25) is to find a set of quantities associated with a given pat­
tern which remain invariant under various transformations. Such quanti­
ties might therefore be recognizable under conditions of translation, 
rotation, dilation along any or all axes, and be independent of superim­
posed noise. 
The basic approach in the recognition is to match the various pat­
terns against prototypes, or catalogued patterns. A more general and 
powerful method is the property list method, wherein each pattern is sub­
jected to a series of tests, each test detecting some property of heu­
ristic importance. These properties must be invariant under the previ­
ously listed transformations. The problem of pattern recognition then 
consists of discovering the properties and combining them in a meaningful 
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manner to "build up the pattern recognition system. 
This system, on this project, will initially use correlation tech­
niques to match the various patterns against prototypes, and combine these 
results to classify the cardiographie data. The classes selected will be 
various disease categories, as well as normal categories. Thus, only the 
complete classification of a waveform constitutes pattern recognition. 
In order to best implement the program, two initial steps are neces­
sary. First, advantage must be taken of all a priori knowledge available 
concerning the waveform. Second, a search program must be initially 
undertaken in order to increase the a priori knowledge, and to indicate 
any additional steps necessary before application of the fitting and 
classification techniques. Use of such preliminary knowledge permits min­
imization of the computation required. The a priori knowledge of the wave­
form is listed in the following paragraph. 
Referring to Fig. 1, the electrocardiogram waveform possesses certain 
characteristics common to all these waveforms, regardless of the patient, 
or the lead. These characteristics may vary considerably, but they are 
present in all cases, and have points of similarity. Some of these char­
acteristics are listed below: 
1. The following pulses are present in some degree and shape in 
all cases. 
a. P wave 
b. Q wave 
c. R wave 
d. S wave 
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e. T wave 
f. ST segment 
2. In the USPHS program it was definitely established by Steinberg 
(15) that the highest derivative is negative and exists between 
the R wave and the T wave. This is always the case, and is al­
ways repeatable. 
3. It has been definitely established, both fundamentally and 
experimentally that the interval between the T wave and the 
P wave establishes a baseline of zero heart activity. 
4. Inspection of a large number of electrocardiograms supports 
the fact that the P and T waves are generally of a nearly sin­
usoidal nature, and the QRS complex is composed of pulses 
generally triangular in nature. Quantitative results are 
shown in a previous section. 
There are several ways to institute the search phase of the program. 
The simplest is that used by the National Bureau of Standards, and re­
ported by Taback (16). This consists of using a moving average along the 
waveform for a preliminary smoothing, and the program used for this in­
vestigation is shown in Appendix F. Originally, a combination of counting 
and moving average was used on the raw sampled data, but trial showed 
that the computation of the moving average over the entire waveform was 
very simple, and required little computation time, so this method is 
utilized in this investigation. 
The moving average provides a preliminary smoothing, but, by its 
nature, results in the loss of specific information. When a pulse is 
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encountered, the average, taken over two points on each side of the point 
under consideration, reduces the amplitude of the pulse, and increases its 
duration. Therefore, it is necessary to use some additional logic to de­
termine the correct pulse width. At a sampling frequency of 250 samples 
per second, in this project, the P-wave is increased by two samples, the 
R-wave by 4 samples, and the T-wave by two samples. Therefore, account 
must be taken of the fact when interpretation of this search is under­
taken. The primary value of utilizing the results of this initial smooth­
ing for recognition purposes lies in the elimination of the point-to-
point variations due to noise, which would cause great difficulty in 
formulation of the logic of recognition. This was the trouble with the 
original method shown in Appendix F. 
After the moving average has been computed, the necessary additional 
logic can be listed. It is assumed that a synchronizing circuit has lo­
cated the point of maximum negative derivative, the quantity described 
above. The sampling rate is 250 samples per second. Using the maximum 
negative derivative as the time base point, and the interval between the 
repolarization of the ventricular musculature and the depolarization of 
the auricular musculature as the baseline of zero heart activity, the 
starting point in time, after a preliminary count, is a point on this 
zero base line. Proceeding from this point in time, the first pulse to 
be encountered is the P-wave. The logic of recognition of the P-wave 
follows. 
P-wave recognition 
1. Locate sample (address at N) flagged as point of maximum 
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negative derivative. 
2. Beginning with sanrple (N-100), check values of successive 
samples. 
3. If 10 values of successive samples are constant (difference 
<0.01 mv), take the average value of these 10 samples as 
zero value, X. 
4. Subtract X from all values of samples, and restore in original 
locations. 
5. Flag first sample where absolute value > 0.01 mv. 
6. Are next three successive samples absolute values > 0.01 mv, 
and increasing? 
7. If not, proceed with comparison of successive samples. 
8. If yes, flag sample N^. This defines the beginning of the P 
wave. 
9. If occurs later than 11-30, indicate "No P-wave present" and 
go to QRS recognition. 
10. Continue comparison with zero. 
11. Does a subsequent value (later than N^ + 10) become <0.01 mv? 
12. If no, go to step 18. 
13. If yes, flag first sample where absolute value <0.01 mv, or 
where sign changes. Call it Ng. 
14. Compare next 5 values with zero. Is the absolute value <0.01 mv? 
If no, go to step 18. 
15. If yes, find the maximum absolute value of samples between N^ 
and Ng. 
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16. If maximum absolute value of sample > 2 mv and occurs later 
than sample (n - 30), indicate "Ho P-wave present". 
17. Compare maximum value from zero. If negative, indicate 
"Negative P-wave", if positive, indicate "Positive P-wave". 
18. If no, indicate "Baseline shift, no P-wave possible" (if heart 
rate < 110 beats per second). Go to QRS recognition. 
19. Pd = (Ng - Nx) (0.004) 
20. Continue comparison with zero to proceed to QRS complex. 
After recognition of the P-wave has been completed, the next pulse 
to be checked is the QBS complex. This consists of the initial down­
ward pulse, the Q wave, the initial upward pulse, the R-wave, and the 
initial downward pulse following the R-wave, the S-wave. The logic of 
recognition of this complex follows. 
QBS recognition 
1. Commencing with the last sample in P-wave recognition sequence, 
4 
compare absolute value of sample with 0.0 mv. 
2. Are next three samples > 0.04 mv? 
3. If no, continue comparison routine until step 2 gives yes. 
4. If yes, flag first sample > 0.04 mv. 
5. Compare values previous to flagged sample of 4, with absolute 
value < 0.01 mv. 
6. Flag sample previous to that of 5 as N^« This defines the be­
ginning of the Q-wave or the R-wave. 
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7. Is the sample flagged In 4 < 0? If yes, this marks the be­
ginning of the Q-wave. If no, go to step 11. 
8. Continue comparison of absolute sample values with zero until 
sign changes. 
9. Flag sample immediately previous to the sign change as N^. 
This defines the end of the Q-wave and the beginning of the 
R-wave. 
10. Compute Qd = (W^ - N^) (0.004) 
11. If 7 is no, this marks the beginning of the R-wave. Relabel N^ 
as N^ and indicate "No Q-wave". 
12. Continue comparison of absolute values with zero until sign 
changes or value < 0.01 my. 
13. If no sign change, indicate "No S-wave". 
14. Flag sample at which sign changes and label Ng. This defines 
the end of the R-wave and the beginning of the S-wave. 
15. Compute R^ = (Ng - N^) (0.004). 
16. Continue comparison of absolute values with zero. 
17. Are absolute values of samples > 0.10 mv. 
18. If no, indicate "No S-wave". 
19. If yes, continue comparison with zero for 30 successive samples. 
20. Does absolute value become <0.05 mv? 
21. If yes, define sample with minimum absolute value in this inter­
val as N„. This defines the end of the S-wave. 
o 
22. Compute S^ = (Ng - Ng) (0.004). 
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23. If no, indicate "Depressed ST segment", and compute average of 
next 10 samples as y, the value of the ST segment. Depressed 
ST segment should he indicated if the absolute value > 0.05 mv. 
After the durations and structure of the QBS complex have been de­
termined, it is necessary to recognize the ST segment, and the presence 
and duration of the T-wave. If the value Y, computed above, exceeds 
0.5 mv, a depressed ST segment exists. The beginning of the ST segment 
will be defined by the sample Ng if no S-wave exists, and by Ng if an 
S-wave is present. The end of the ST segment, and beginning of the T-wave 
is defined as the point where the sample value différés from the value of 
the ST segment by more than 0.5 mv. The end of the T-wave is defined as 
the point at which the T-wave returns to a value of less than 0.1 mv 
different from the baseline of zero heart activity. The logic of recog­
nition follows. 
T-wave recognition 
1. Compare samples after either Kg or Ng with Y. 
2. If the difference of the absolute values of the samples from 
the value Y, or the value of the sample Ng < 0.03, for 10 
successive times, the T-wave is beginning. 
3. Flag the sample at which the difference exceeds 0.05 mv. 
4. Successively compare samples with standard, and proceed to the 
point where the difference is 0.01 mv, and continue 10 more 
samples. 
5. Flag this sample from 4. 
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6. Is the sample number flagged in 3 minus the sample number 
flagged in 5 less than 10? 
7. If no, flag the sample 5 samples previous to the sample flagged 
in 3, and designate this as Ny • This defines the end of the 
ST segment. 
8. If yes, flag the sample at which the difference becomes less 
than 0.01 mv. 
9. Does the sign of the samples change during the previous com­
parison? 
10. If no, ignore. Signify "No T-wave". 
11. If yes, designate this sample (where sign changes) as Ng, the 
start of the T-wave. 
12. Compare sample values with zero, forward from sample Ng. 
13. Is the absolute value of the sample < 0.05 mv? 
14. If no, continue comparison. 
15. If yes, define point of minimum difference as Ng. This de­
fines the end of the T-wave. 
16. Find the maximum [ value - V ] between N-, and Ng. This is 
the peak of the T-wave. Flag it N1Q. 
17. Compute (N^ - x) to get the value of the peak. 
18. Is this value > 0? 
19. If yes, indicate "Positive T-wave". 
20. If no, indicate "Negative T-wave". 
21. Compute T^ = (Ng - Ng) (0.004). 
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22. Compute (H3 
-"l' 
0.004) = PQ (if Q-wave present). 
23. Compute <»4 - ly 0.004) = PR (if Q-wave absent). 
24. Compute 0*6 -K 5) 0.004) = QBS^ (if Q-wave present) 
25. Compute <N6 -1<4) 0.004) = QRS^ (if Q-wave absent). 
26. Compute (M7 -N 6) 0.004) = STd. 
27. Compute (%e -H 3) 0.004) = QT (if Q-wave present). 
28. Compute (®9 - tl4) 0.004) = QT (if Q-wave absent). 
Applications and results 
The flow diagram for the series of operations outlined immediately 
above will not appear in block diagram form in Appendix F, as the logic 
of the steps contained can be followed in the text. 
After the moving average has been computed, and the logic of recog­
nition applied in order to define the presence or absence of various 
pulses, the preliminary steps are complete. A technique similar to this 
is termed "point recognition" by Stark (14). The presence or absence of 
the various pulses, together with their directions characterizes the gen­
eral nature of the electrocardiogram pattern, and furnishes an initial 
partial classification of the waveform. It further provides a criterion 
as to whether to correlate a given waveform or not, and whether to expect, 
when the correlation functions are computed, a positive or negative wave­
form. Thus, this general characterization of the wave is useful both in 
the minimization of the required computation, and the establishment of 
preliminary criteria of use in classifying the results of the correlation 
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studies. 
The calculation of the various durations of time is of equal impor­
tance in the logic of recognition. It is first necessary to know these 
durations in order to utilize them in diagnoses of some of the common 
heart abnormalties, and second, it is necessary to know the duration of 
the pulses in order to provide a normalization on the time base to render 
the correlation functions meaningful. Without some sort of normalization 
procedure, the interpretation of the correlation functions is practically 
impossible to achieve with any degree of accuracy. Normalization of the 
amplitudes can be done by the methods outlined previously in the section 
covering correlation studies. 
The factor introducing the largest problem in the procedure described 
herein is that of normalization on the time base. The normalization of 
amplitude can be effected by simple arithmetic operations involving the 
area of the pulse, which is easily computed. However, the amplitude 
normalization is possible only after normalization on the time base has 
been effected. The normalization of the time base can be effected, in the 
proposed system, in one of several ways. First, the time normalization 
can be accomplished by the specification of the proper time interval for 
the standard, and the values of the standard adjusted for the proper num­
ber of samples. This requires a recompilation of the sample values for 
the standard for each pulse on which correlation is to be performed. 
This requires a large amount of computer time, unless adequate memory 
space is available to select proper standards-without recomputing the 
sample values. Second, if the pattern recognition routine is run first, 
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and a second pass in real time made, with the sampling rate adjustable, 
and governed "by the results of the recognition program, this variable 
sampling interval can provide the correct number of samples in the 
sampled electrocardiogram waveform to effect the normalization in this 
manner. A third alternative is to select, as standards, the pulses with 
a number of samples approximating the mean number of samples in each 
pulse for which the correlation functions are to be computed. Since this 
study is primarily concerned with the feasibility of this general corre­
lation technique, only the first and third methods will be investigated 
herein, as implementation of a variable speed sampler must be delayed un­
til a data acquisition system is available. Under these constraints, the 
diagnostic methods will be investigated in the following section. Re­
sults of this program are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
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Table 1. Pattern recognition results, VI 
Quantity LVH HVH Infarction N1 N2 N3 
P-wave - + + + + 
Q-wave 
R-wave + + + + + + 
S-wave - - - - -
T-wave - - + - + 
STd 0.120 0.120 0.076 0.104 0.144 
QT 0.220 0.180 0.152 0.200 0.212 
Td 1 
0.100 0.140 0.224 0.148 
QESd 0.100 0.065 0.076 0.100 0.096 0.068 
PR 0.160 0.216 0.148 0.120 0.160 0.120 
*d 
ST -0.40 -0.80 
Rd 0.020 
0.065 0.036 0.040 0.036 0.026 
Sd 
0.080 0.040 0.060 0.060 0.042 
Pd 
0.080 0.060 0.060 0.068 0.052 
Not present if no sign is indicated. A blank means a measurement cannot 
be taken. 
+ Present and positive in sign 
- Present and negative in sign 
All results in seconds except ST, in MV. 
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Table 2. Pattern recognition results, V6 
Quantity LVH RVH Infarction N1 N2 N3 
P-wave + + + + + + 
Q-wave -
-
- -
R-wave + + + + + + 
S-wave -
-
T-wave + + + + + + 
STd 0.140 0.124 0.080 0.176 0.136 0.216 
QT 0.240 0.244 0.168 0.228 0.228 0.280 
Td 0.140 0.136 0.176 0.224 0.148 
QRSd 0.100 0.120 0.088 0.052 0.092 0.064 
PR 0.160 0.176 0.160 0.180 0.160 0.132 
Qd 0.032 0.032 0.020 0.020 
ST —0.80 0.60 
Rd 0.068 0.040 0.056 0.052 0.040 0.044 
Sd 0.080 0.032 
Pd 0.080 0.060 0.060 0.068 0.100 0.072 
Not present if no sign is indicated. A blank means a measurement cannot 
be taken. 
+ Present and positive in sign 
- Present and negative in sign 
All results in seconds except ST, in MV". 
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DIAGNOSIS 
Discussion of Factors Affecting Electrocardiogram 
Cardiac states 
Diagnosis will be initially on a limited number of heart defects. 
These follow the same order as those in the manual, program, with the ex­
ception of infarction. It has not been possible at this date to con­
sistently furnish diagnoses of infarction on the manual program, and 
further investigation of the criteria must be made before setting stand­
ards. This investigation will be delayed until a data acquisition system 
is available to the project. The disease states to be investigated are: 
Normal 
Atrioventricular (AV) Block 
Bundle Branch Block (Right and Left) 
Ventricular Hypertrophy (Right and Left) 
These three diseases to be investigated are of a long term nature, and 
may not be evident to the patient in an overt manner, whereas the presence 
of an infarction will be apparent to both the patient and the physician. 
Therefore, there is considerable merit in a study of the six states 
listed above. A brief discussion of each of these five abnormalties fol­
lows, together with some of the basic diagnostic criteria. 
A normal waveform is one whose descriptive parameters fall within 
normal limits, and will not fall within the classifications including 
any of the abnormalities listed above, or infarctions. There is a wide 
variation of the parameters describing the normal pattern, so, a pattern 
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will be classified as normal if it does not fall within any of the ab­
normal classifications. 
The PR interval represents the time required to depolarize the au­
ricular musculature plus the delay in the AV node, plus the time required 
to depolarize enough ventricular muscle to produce sufficient current to 
cause the beginning of the QRS complex. It is dependent upon heart rate. 
A long transmission time indicates a partial atrioventricular block, which 
is a definite indicator of cardiac disease. Since the length of the PR 
interval is used in the recognition program described in the previous 
section, this value can be used with the standards listed in Appendix A 
to furnish a diagnosis. Heart rate can be computed from the assumed 
synchronizing circuit referred to previously. This does not require use 
of the correlation techniques. 
Bundle branch block is the complete or partial interruption of trans­
mission of the depolarization wave through the transmission network of the 
ventricles, consisting of the bundle of His and the Purkinje (arboriza­
tion) network. After depolarization of the auricular musculature is com­
plete, the wave passes through a node called the bundle of His, thence to 
the Purkinje network to be transmitted to the right and left ventricular 
muscle fibres. The bundle of His includes a right and left portion, as 
does the Purkinje network, for transmission of the wave to the right and 
left ventricles respectively. When the bundle of His is affected, trans­
mission to the Purkinje network is impossible, and this condition is 
called complete bundle branch block. If the lesion occurs in the Purkinje 
network itself, or in the transmission between the Purkinje network and 
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the ventricular muscles, partial or incomplete bundle branch block re­
sults. Either of these conditions can occur in either the right or left 
bundles. The effects of each are lessened cardiac efficiency, and each 
can be identified by the pattern in the proper precordial leads. 
The effects of bundle branch block show up on the electrocardiogram 
as a widening of the QRS complex caused by the delay in transmission 
through the system. This widens the QRS complex over the norma], limit, 
and, since the norma] upper limit of duration of the QRS complex is 0.11 
sec., a duration greater than this is indicative of bundle branch block. 
This is not conclusive evidence, however, for transmission may be taking 
place over an alternate path, causing premature activation of the QRS 
complex. This is called the Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome, and, if this 
is present, results in a shortened PR interval of less than 0.09 seconds 
in duration. In order to further isolate the state into right or left 
bundle branch block, it is necessary to consider an additional term, that 
of intrinsicoid deflection. The amplitude of the intrinsicoid deflection 
represents the difference in potential between the endocardial and epi-
cardial surfaces of the myocardium subadjacent to the precordial elec­
trode during depolarization. This is a very rapid process, occupying 
practically no time, hence is marked in time by the maximum negative de­
rivative. This furnishes an excellent index with which to localize the 
block. Thus, if QRS^ > 0.11 sec., and the intrinsicoid V6 (over the 
left ventricle) > 0.08, and TV6 < 0, and QV6 = 0, a diagnosis of left 
bundle branch block can be made, as shown in Appendix A. If 
QRS^ > 0.11 sec., and intrinsicoid VI > 0.04, right bundle branch block 
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is present. Some additional conclusions can be drawn concerning bundle 
branch block. 
Since bundle branch block represents a retardation in the actuation 
of the ventricular musculature, if complete bundle branch block appears 
in both sides, the heart will completely cease to function. Therefore, 
complete bundle branch block can exist in only one side, not both. Sec­
ond, since hypertrophy represents over activity and overdevelopment of 
one or both of the ventricles, and bundle branch block precludes this over 
activity, the two states are infrequently found in a given side. There­
fore, if bundle branch block exists in either side of the heart, hyper­
trophy cannot exist in that same side. Conversely, however, presence of 
bundle branch block in a given side of the heart probably increases the 
tendency toward hypertrophy in the opposite side, as that ventricle will 
have additional load thrown on it. 
As can be ascertained from the foregoing discussion, neither of the 
two basic conditions described required the use of correlation techniques. 
The criteria require only information available from the logic of recog­
nition. Both hypertrophy, left and right, and infarction, posterior and 
anterior, will result in patterns requiring use and interpretation of the 
results of correlation techniques. As has been previously stated, how­
ever, infarction is a heart attack, and, when it occurs, requires the 
immediate attention of a physician and hospitalization. Therefore it.is 
of less immediate concern than hypertrophy, the most common of all ab­
normalities. Simply stated, hypertrophy is essentially heart strain 
caused by extended periods of hypertension and result in over development 
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and over activity of one or both the ventricles. The patient suffering 
from this abnormality may be unaware of it, hence the great application of 
a routine computer technique to find this condition, so that corrective 
measures can be effected. 
Right ventricular hypertrophy causes a widened QRS complex and a late 
intrinsicoid deflection because of the thickened walls of the right ven­
tricle. The QRS complex is mainly positive in VI, with a late intrinsicoid 
deflection. In V6 the R-wave tends to be low, the intrinsicoid deflection 
early, and the S-wave wide, slurred, and great in amplitude according to 
Burch (2). These changes are characteristic of hypertrophy caused by pul­
monary obstruction. That due to an increased volume of output causes a 
different pattern. There is a wide, slurred, and prominent R-wave in VI, 
and a wide, prominent, and slurred S-wave in V6. 
Left ventricular hypertrophy causes a domination of the right ven­
tricle by the left ventricle. The QRS complex, consists primarily of neg­
ative deflection of great amplitude in VI, and a positive deflection of 
great amplitude in V6. As the hypertrophy, both left and right, increases, 
the QRS complex progressively widens. 
From the immediately foregoing discussion, it can be seen that the 
correlation functions hold great promise. Both types of hypertrophy cause 
a widening of the QRS time base, and an increase in amplitude of the 
pulses, hence an increase in area. Since the correlation function magni­
tudes are roughtly proportional to the square of the area of the pulse, if 
the time base is normalized, as shown under correlation studies, hypertro­
phy would be expected to be indicated by a marked increase in the 
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correlation functions of the QRS complex. With these considerations, the 
results of the correlations are tabulated in the following sections. 
Results 
General discussion 
The expanded data for the electrocardiograph was correlated pulse by ' 
pulse, after the recognition was performed. The basic data obtained is 
tabulated in the first two tabulations, and corrected data is tabulated in 
subsequent tabulations. 
The first tabulation is autocorrelation of the various pulses for the 
following waveforms, leads VI and V6: 
Rigk, Ventricular Hypertrophy (l) 
Left Ventricular Hypertrophy (l) 
Infarction (l) 
Normal (3) 
No attempt was made to normalize these, and the amplitudes were expanded 
to provide easy reading and to further provide convenient numbers for the 
correlation routine presently being utilized. Since it is not the purpose 
of this initial study to set up absolute standards, interpretation in 
terms of the magnitudes of the clinical parameters was not attempted. 
Tabulation of results 
Table 3 shows the results of the computation of the autocorrelation 
functions of the pulses defined by the recognition program. Table 4 
shows the results of these computations when crosscorrelation was performed 
with certain standard waveforms. The standards used were as follow: 
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P-wave 21 samples 100 maximum amplitude sine wave 
R-wave 15 samples 200 maximum amplitude triangle, isoc. 
Just as the waveforms were altered in amplitude, and amplitude scale, 
so were the standards. These results could he altered by normalizing the 
amplitudes by consideration of the pulse areas, but the diagnosis does not 
depend on this at this stage of the project. In later stages, when enough 
data is available, more specific standards can be set, and exact diagnos­
tic limits prescribed, as in the manual method. However, adequate data is 
not presently available to set specific standards, so relative standards 
will indicate the possibilities of use of correlation in diagnosis. 
Table 3 corrects the crosscorrelations of Table 4 for differences in 
the time base, since the standards were not normalized. It was desired to 
examine the problem of what information could be gained by using standard 
pulses of median sample widths. The use of the time-normalized pulses as 
a standard is well illustrated by the results of the autocorrelations per­
formed. Table 6 shows the further correction to take into account the 
deviation of the peaks of the actual pulses from those of the standard 
pulses. Both the corrections made in Tables 5 and 6 were made by applica­
tion of the curves developed in the section on correlation studies. 
Examination first of the autocorrelation functions shows their use­
fulness in diagnosis of hypertrophy, both left and right. Considering 
right ventricular hypertrophy first, it will be noted that lead VI yields 
a large R-wave correlation, very much larger than any other cardiac state 
except infarction. However, it possesses no S-wave, whereas infarction 
contains a veiy substantial S-wave. Lead V6 contains a substantial R-wave, 
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as indicated by the correlation function, and the largest S-wave by a 
great margin. This, coupled with the fact that the QRS complex is 
widened to a value of 0.12 seconds differs from all other patterns in the 
correlation computation. However, the intrinsicoid (located between the 
R and S-waves) is less than 0.08 sec., so left bundle branch block is e-
liminated. The size of the correlation functions, indicating great right 
ventricular activity, eliminate right bundle branch block. Thus, in this 
definite case of right ventricular hypertrophy, all other possibilities are 
eliminated by the combination of the results of the correlation computation 
and application of the logic of recognition. The results of the crosscor­
relation yields exactly the same conclusion. These conclusions are exactly 
what would be expected from the description of the symptoms of right ven­
tricular hypertrophy, as previously stated. 
Left ventricular hypertrophy also stands out as a distinct pattern. 
The lead VI exhibits a very large S-wave, larger than all other cases con­
sidered. The lead V6 indicates an extremely large value of the correla­
tion function of the R-wave, as expected. This indicates a widening and 
thickening of the QRS complex, associated with great cardiac activity, as 
outlined in the previous description of electrocardiographic manifesta­
tions. Checking the results of the logic of recognition, the presence of 
a depressed ST segment is evident, which further classifies this waveform 
into the correct categozy. 
The pattern of infarction does not stand out from the normal except 
in lead VI, where large S and large R-waves are both present. This is 
expected from the criteria utilized in the manual program, but insufficient 
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Table 3. Autocorrelation functions 
Pulse RVH fi. K2 m LVH Infarction 
Lead VI 
P ' 39 26 57 122 18 
Q 
R 2345 16 107 70 16 4074 
S 1777 374 3393 5878 3163 
T 308 308 634 
Lead V6 
P 16 46 153 41 71 60 
Q 28 45 94 872 
R 2437 11202 817 537 44720 7770 
S 2284 14 
T 780 330 678 135 273 
work has been done in classification of infarction to make a direct state­
ment about this cardiac state. 
The normal waveforms exhibit wide variations in the correlation func­
tions, hut none of those associated with the abnormal cardiac states under 
examination. A great deal of data must be run in order to set up specific 
numerical quantities to automatically classify into the various cardiac 
states, and combine the results of both the logic of recognition and the 
correlation studies into a consistent, accurate diagnostic tool. However, 
clear patterns emerge through use of the logic of recognition and the 
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Table 4. Crosscorrelation functions 
Pulse HVH m N2 N3 LVH Infarction 
Lead VI 
P 357 322 393 743 247 
Q 
R 5435 455 1183 766 333 5544 
S 1777 2214 5495 9663 6327 
T 837 1397 1614 
Lead V6 
P 232 413 903 419 579 443 
Q 433 588 1044 3177 
R 4429 11267 2605 2256 26541 9645 
S 5281 438 
T 1774 1326 2022 764 1024 
correlation techniques, and these can be more closely classified as addi­
tional data becomes available. 
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Table 5. Crosscorrelation functions corrected for time "base differences 
Pulse KVH HI N2 N3 LVH Infarction 
Lead VI 
P 327 307 343 743 228 
Q 
R 5435 513 1000 678 277 4730 
S 2100 2610 4870 13800 5610 
T 927 2150 1560 
Lead V6 
p 213 430 1100 407 579 427 
Q 360 490 1075 3080 
R 4850 11850 2300 2060 31600 9450 
S 6670 452 
T 1860 1470 2770 787 985 
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Table 6. Crosscorrelation functions corrected for time base difference 
and peak difference 
Pulse HVH N1 N2 H3 LVH Infarction 
Lead VI 
P 327 307 343 782 228 
Q 
R 5570 513 1000 697 277 4730 
S 2120 2610 4870 13800 5610 
T 980 2150 
Lead V6 
p 213 442 1100 407 585 432 
Q 360 490 1082 . 3150 
R 4880 11950 2300 2060 31800 9650 
S 6850 452 
T 1860 1470 2790 787 985 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this study of techniques for automatic interpretation of the clin­
ical electrocardiogram, the correlation techniques have been applied to 
the problem of pattern recognition, and have been shown to be of great 
value in the classification of the waveform into various cardiac states, 
both normal and abnormal. The greatest immediate use of these techniques 
to date has been in hypertrophy, a finding in agreement with other investi­
gators (14). This was the primary purpose of this study. 
Of equal importance, in implementation of this study, is the applica­
tion of preliminary smoothing and the use of a logic of recognition to 
discern the location and nature of the waveform under interpretation. This 
program can be refined to any degree demanded by the requirements of the 
electrocardiographic classification. 
It has been shown that crosscorrelation techniques with standards can 
be corrected to a certain extent, when the differences are small, in order 
to give realistic values to the correlation functions. Much the same in­
formation is available from the crosscorrelation computation as is avail­
able from the autocorrelation computation. However, the investigation con­
ducted so far has not utilized the correlation techniques to extract all 
the information inherent therein. 
A more complete catalogue of standard waveforms should be available, 
with ability to normalize on both a time and amplitude basis included. 
Further, some capability of using successively closer standards should be 
built into the technique. Either a complete adaptive system could be used, 
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or a logical set of catalogued values capable of normalization be furnished. 
Only when the closest possible fit between the pulse being checked and the 
standard is achieved can the full amount of information be gained, and the 
ultimate purpose of this project be achieved. That purpose is the utili­
zation of more information from the electrocardiogram than is presently 
used. 
It is considered that the techniques outlined herein constitute a 
good framework from which to build up the studies of the clinical electro­
cardiogram. The use of the correlation technique does not preclude use of 
the logic of recognition to implement the present program of amplitudes, 
utilizing the present diagnostic standards. Neither does it preclude the 
investigation of significance of the area as a diagnostic tool. These in­
vestigations require no major modifications. 
One of the limitations on this investigation was the fact that the 
entire program could not be implemented on the computer in one pass, as 
the memory was not of sufficient size. In the near future, this will be 
corrected. In order to render this method economical to use in the hospital 
on a routine basis, further investigation should be made of the possibility 
of utilizing analogue, or digitally-controlled filters, in order to perform 
the correlation by actual filters, instead of simulating the matching fil­
ter technique by computation of the correlation functions. 
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APPENDIX A 
Manual Diagnosis Flow Charts 
The adult standards and flow charts for mechanization of the manual 
diagnostic criteria for the adult electrocardiogram are shown in the fol­
lowing pages. 
General Criteria, Adult Electrocardiograms 
Even though the diagnosis performed herein is to be on the childrens' 
electrocardiograms, the adult version has been shown here since the flow 
charts are practically identical in each case, and the adult standards 
contain the flow charts for myocardial infarction, which is rot present in 
children. 
Table 7. Adult diagnostic standards 
Heart Rate 
Bradycardia - ---------- less than 60 
Minimal Tachycardia ------- 100 - 120 
Moderate Tachycardia ------ 121 - 160 
Marked Tachycardia ------- 161 - 210 
Probable paroxysmal over 210 
P-R Interval 
Rate Abnormally short Borderline Minimal Delay Prolonged Interval 
<80 < 0.10 0.20 0.21 - 0.22 > 0.22 
80-110 < 0.10 0.20 0.20 - 0.21 > 0.21 
>110 < 0.10 0.20 0.19 - 0.20 > 0.20 
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Table 7. Adult diagnostic standards (continued) 
Axis 
The axis computation is shown in the accompanying flow chart. 
Hypertrophy 
The criteria for right and left ventricular hypertrophy follow. 
Q-T Interval 
Q-T corrected = Q-T/ R-R < 0.44, check normal, interval 
0.44 - 0.48 check borderline interval 
> 0.48, check prolonged interval 
T-Waves 
Omit in the presence of hypertrophy 2, 3, or 4, myocardial infarction 
1-4 or bundle branch block. 
Borderline Abnormal 
T1 = 0.5 or Tl = 0.5 or 
TaVL (if RaVL is > 2SaVL) 0.5 to TaVL (if RaVL > 2SaVL and > 8) 
-0.5 > -0.5 
TaVP, TV4, and TV6 same as for TaVF, TV4, and TV6 same as for 
TaVL TaVL 
Infarction 
The criteria for posterior and anterior myocardial infarction follow. 
Wolf-Parkinson-White 
P-R interval <0.09 and QRS over 0.10 
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Table 7.. Adult diagnostic standards (continued) 
Block 
The criteria for right and left bundle branch block follow. 
Detailed Criteria, Adult Electrocardiograms 
The detailed criteria for several cardiac conditions follow. This col­
lection of criteria was not gained from a single source, but rather was 
compiled by Dr. Gustafson from many sources, and modified as program re­
quirements dictated changes and additions to the criteria. However, many 
of the criteria can be checked in Burch (2), and for the childrens1 elec­
trocardiograms by Ziegler (20). 
Block 
LBBB KBBB 
QRS > 0.11 and QRS > 0.11 and 
Intrinsicoid V6 > 0.08 and Intrinsicoid VI > 0.04 
No Q in V6 and 
TV6 < 0 
If HBBB present, HVH not possible 
If LBBB present, LVH not possible 
Axis 
If mean electrical axis falls in the first quadrant, check left. 
If mean electrical axis falls in second quadrant, check indeterminate. 
If mean electrical axis falls in third quadrant, check right. 
If mean electrical axis falls in fourth quadrant, check normal. 
The computation of the axis accompanies the flow chart for the program. 
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Table 7. Adult diagnostic standards (continued) 
Hypertrophy-
Left Ventricular Hypertrophy (LVH) 
A. (HV6 - 10)4 
B. (SV1 - 8)3 
C. (Intrinsicoid V6 - 0.04)(l00)8 
D. (0.1RV6-TV6)0.5(HV6) TV6 no less than -2(TV6 less than -2, 
make it -2). 
E. (RaVL - 10)3 
F. (RaVF - 20)3 
G. (O.lRaVF - TaVF)0.2RaVF Only if RaVF and RV6 are over 10. 
Left ventricular hypertrophy degree is indicated by the sum of the a-
bove. 
Right Ventricular Hypertrophy (HVH) 
H. (RV1 - 6)4 
I. (SV6 - 7)3 
J. (Intrinsicoid VI - 0.04)100(8) 
K. (RaVR - 5)3 
L. [RVl/(RVl + SV1) - 0.30]10(RV1 - 3) 
M. (0.1RV1 - TV1)0.3RV1 If RVl/(RVl - SVl) greater than 0.7 and RV1 
greater than 10. 
Right ventricular hypertrophy is indicated in degree by the sum of the 
above. 
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Table 7. Adult diagnostic standards (continued) 
Degree of Hypertrophy 
Degree 0 1 2 3 4 
LVH Total 30-49 50-70 71-90 91-110 Over 110 
HVÏÏ Total 5-10 11-40 41-70 71-90 Over 90 
Anterior Infarction 
Cannot be excluded 
RV2 < RVl, or 
RV4 < RV2, or 
Ql> 0.15R1, or 
QaVL > 0.15RaVL (RaVL > 4), or 
TV4 or TV6 < -1.5 
Probable 
Q > 2 in VI, or V2, or 
Ql, aVL, V4, or V6 > 0.25 succeeding R and T same lead less than 0.5 
Typical 
Ql, aVL, VI, V2, V4, or V6 > 0.25 succeeding R and T segment > 3 
Old 
R = 0 in VI, V2, V4, or V6, or 
Q > 0.25RaVL, V4, V6, and ST segment 0 and T wave > 0 
Posterior Infarction 
Cannot be excluded 
Q2, Q3, or QaVF over 0.15 - 0.25 R same lead, and 
T2, or TaVF less than -1.0 
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Table 7. Adult diagnostic standards (continued) 
Probable 
Q2, Q5, or QaVF over 0.25 succeeding R and ST segment same lead ele­
vated 1mm (if R same lead less than 5, call "cannot be excluded") 
Typical 
02, 03, or QaVF over 0.25R2, R3, RaVF, and T wave same lead less 
than 0 in T2, or 13, or TaVF 
Old 
Q2, Q3, or QaVF over 0.25 succeeding R, and ST segment 0, and 
T wave > 0 
Figure 27. General logic flow 
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READAC 
Read Alphabetic Card 
Print~Alpha Information 
Read Numeric Cards, Set 
Flags, Average RR2, PR, 
QRS, and QT 
t 
Standardize to 1.0 V1, V2, 
V4, and V6 
v 
Calculate Heart Rate 
Print 
i 
Set PR Interval Output 
Mask and Print 
I 
Calculate Axis Angle 
Print 
1 
Calculate RBBB and LBBB 
Store <-
Calculate Hypertrophy, Ad­
just by 5* Print RVH if no 
RBBB, Print LVH if no LBBB 
Print RBBB, LBBB, 
Paroxysmal Tachycardia 
Print Anterior 
Myocardial Infarction 
Caloulate and Print 
Wolf-Parkinson-White 
Space to new page 
Calculate T-waves 
Print 
Print Posterior 
Myocardial Infarction 
Calculate QT Corrected 
Print 
Calculate Myocardial In­
farction, Posterior and 
Anterior. Store 
READAC 
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Store Heart 
Rate = f 
Heart Rate = 
120 
2(55) is f <60 
Print out 
Bradycardia Is f<100 Is f <121 
Print out 
Minimal 
Tachycardia 
Print out 
Normal 
Print out 
probable 
paroxysmal 
\tacbycardia 
Is f <211 Is f <161 
Print out 
Marked 
Tachycardia 
%int out 
Moderate 
Tachycardia 
Figure 28. Heart rate 
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PR Interval Heart Rate 
Compute PR in 
seconds Is f <80 Is f<111 
Print out 
Abnormally 
Short 
Print out 
Borderline 
Print out 
Minimal 
Delay 
Print out 
Prolonged 
Interval 
Print out 
Prolonged 
Interval 
Print out 
Prolonged 
Interval 
Figure 29. PR interval 
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Print out 270 
Print out 
zero = 30° 
.Normal Axis 
Print out None 
'Print out 
0 « 210° 
Indetermlnant 
Axis 
Print out 90 
Figure 30a. Axis Halt 
Halt 
Halt 
Halt 
Halt 
Compare A^ 
to zero 
Compare ATTT 
to zero 
Subtract S^ 
from Rttt And 
store as AT^ T . 
Subtract S^ 
from Rj and 
store as 
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From previous page 
Coopite 2Ani 
and store 
AddJLj. to,krrj 
and store as A 
Compute and 
store 0 » 
Subtract 0 
from 180, 
store as 
180 - /©/ 
Prist out 
<-*) 
Left axis 
Print out 
180 + le J 
Indeterminant 
Axis 
Halt 
Halt 
Halt 
Halt 
Print out JÊ| 
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axis 
Print out 
180 -|6{ 
Change sign 
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Compute $ = 
180 + (6| 
Storel80 + j@| 
Figure 30b. Axis 
Is AI<0 
Figure 31. Bundle "branch block 
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Print out 
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Print out 
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To RBBB 
Print out 
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To RVH 
Figure 32. Hypertrophy 
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Check 
Prolonged 
Interval 
Check 
Borderline 
Interval 
Check 
Normal 
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Figure 33. Q-T interval 
Figure 34. Posterior myocardial infarction 
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Multiply RII Multiply RII 
by 0.15 and by O.25 and 
store —> store 
Re-do for 
leads III and 
aVF, then to 
next program 
N 
1 
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Print oat 
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Re-do for lead; 
III and aVF, 
then go to 
next program 
Print out 
Typical IT Segment 
Re-do for lead; 
III and aVF, 
then proceed " 
To Anterior 
Print out 
Old Print out None 
To Anterior To Anterior 
Figure 34. Posterior myocardial infarction (continued) 
Figure 35a. Anterior myocardial infarction 
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Print out 
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APPENDIX B 
Determination of Sampling Frequency 
In order to determine the sampling frequency of the proposed method, 
we shall investigate the frequency spectra of the pulses comprising the 
QRS complex of the electrocardiogram waveform. Since these are to he ap­
proximated by traingles, let us investigate the frequency spectrum of such 
a triangular pulse. The Fourier integral of a given pulse is 
Where F(U)) is the Fourier integral, and f(t) the time function of the 
pulse under consideration. 
In order to simplify computation, and in anticipation of future re­
quirements for pulses not describable in an analytical manner, use is made 
of an approximation outlined in Papoulis (13). In this case, no approxi­
mation is required, since a triangular shape is assumed for the pulses of 
the QRS complex. If a relatively smooth waveform is present, it can be 
approximated by a series of polynomial segments. First, consider only 
straight line segments. Given, a smooth, general pulse of the type shown 
in Fig. 37. If straight line approximations are used, the resulting ap­
proximation is 0(t), as shown in Fig. 37a. The first and second deriva­
tives, 0'(t) and 0"(t) of 0(t) are shown in Fig. 37b and 37c. Therefore, 
0"(t) can be characterized by the series of impulses, and 
F(U)) = 
00 
f(t)e~j<Bt dt 
ki 6(t - t±), 
N = 1 
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where k^ is the area of the ith pulse, and N is the total number of pulses. 
Let us now consider the Fourier inversion integral 
f(t) = — j F(w)e^ dto 
mJCO 
If we take the nth derivative of both sides of the above equation, we have 
Ù& «—> (jm)n p(4 
dtn 
Now, with 0(<u) the Fourier transform of 0(t), we conclude, with the use of 
the relationship 6(t - tQ) e-*^0, (where the symbol -4ç—y indicates the 
Fourier transform), that 
Y~ -jut, 
(jw) 0(«O = L— k e 
N 1 
therefore, 
#(*) = " ~2 L  
u) N 
Thus, returning to the original time function, we can approximate the func­
tion in the following manner: 
1 ) "J*! 
. F(u>) = - ~ XZ kie 
UJ N 
This is subject to the conditions that fS((o) does not contain singularities, 
namely 6(m) or 6'(to). In most applications, this will insure absence of 
singularities of F(tio). 
Let us now apply this approximation to the trapezoidal pulses of the 
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type shown in Fig. 38, and allow tg to approach zero, which will yield the 
QRS complex triangular pulse. Since the trapezoid involves only straight 
lines, no approximation is involved. The process is carried out below, and 
shown in Fig. 38. 
f"(t) = d"(t) = t * t [6(t + tg) - 6(t - tj + 6(t - tg)] 
jt to jt to -jt w -jt to 
F(m) = - -5-S (e 2 -e 1 -e 1 +e 2 ) 
- t^) 
jt to -jt to 
u « n  m  y — i - a  
ti-,° A, 
2 
= -I— (1 - cos tot ) 
» tg * 
4$ r1 ' C0S Wt2n 
â; 2 
But, using the identify sin |= + 11 -, cos 2x ^ ve get 
F(to) = -p- sin2 
* tg 
for the Fourier transform of the triangular pulse. 
Now, this must be evaluated in order to determine the frequency spec­
trum of the pulse. This spectrum is shown in Fig. 39, for a pulse where 
tg = 0.03 seconds, and E has an amplitude of 10 units. These are the 
figures for the average values of the QRS complex R triangle. Then 
F(u>) = 53p. gin2 0#015 a e 
to 
Figure 39. Frequency spectrum of Q-wave 
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Since the limit as (M 0 is indeterminant, application of L'Hospital's 
rule yields the following limit at to = 0, 
As can he seen from the tabulation at the end of this section, ?(cu) 
decreases rapidly with frequency. It will be noted that there is no arbi­
trary cutoff point in frequency beyond which all frequency components are 
zero, so an arbitrary cutoff point was selected, beyond which all compo­
nents are considered negligible. The point selected was 628 radians per 
second, for a frequency of 100 samples per second. At an angular velocity 
of 723, the amplitude of the peak had decreased to 0.83$ of the initial 
value. This represents a frequency of 115 samples per second. It was de­
cided that practically no additional information would be lost if the max­
imum frequency was therefore decreased from 115 to 100 samples per second. 
Whereas the frequency selected above is that which will ultimately be 
used in this project, higher frequencies will be used during the study 
phases, so that the program in pattern recognition can be refined. 
The sampling theorem in the time domain states : "if a function G(t) 
contains no frequencies higher than W cycles per second, it is completely 
determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced l/w seconds 
apart, the series extending throughout the time domain" [Goldman (8)]. 
Thus, a frequency of sampling of 2W is required, hence the data will be 
sampled 200 times per second. In the present investigation, sampling 
frequencies of 500, 250, and 125 samples per second will be utilized, in 
order to take advantage of the data furnished by the U. S. Public Health 
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APPENDIX C 
Program to Compute Correlation Functions 
It is desired to "be able to crosscorrelate two waveforms with some de­
gree of accuracy and flexibility. In this program, we shall try an ini­
tial rate of 500 samples per second. This is the highest rate at which 
the sampling will be made, and additional runs will be made at 250 and 125 
samples per second, in order to determine the proper sampling frequency 
consistent with the accuracy requirements. After spectral analysis, 250 
samples per second seem entirely adequate, but inspection of the electro­
cardiogram waveforms, indicates that some information might be lost in 
the QRS complex at this frequency. 
The basic problem, then, is the correlation of two pulses shown in 
Fig. 40. Let it be assumes that gg(t) / g^(t), but that the periods of Tp 
are equal in both waveforms. The manner in which the correlation is per­
formed is to solve the following equation. 
r n  
^12(T) = gjï J g1(r)g2(t + T) dt . 
-T 
Thus, the crosscorrelation function ^ ^(t) becomes a function of T. Any 
reference can be taken, but one useful point is when the onset of the two 
waves coincides. Thus, if the waves are identical, and this was the point 
T = 0, the correlation function would have a value which would be maximum 
at T = 0. In the case outlined above, the total interval over which cor­
relation would be performed would be from -T to +T . Outside these 
P P 
120 
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Figure 40 Two waveforms to "be correlated 
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limits, the correlation function would be equal to zero, as the pulses are 
defined to "be zero outside their own boundaries. 
Now, in the discrete case under consideration, it is necessary to 
mechanize the following equation: 
^12(j) = 2N + 1 % + j 
where x is the ordinate of one pulse, and y the ordinate of the other pulse. 
Now, if the sampling rate is W samples per second, and that period if T 
seconds, the total number of samples, since we are performing the same 
function as that above, is 2WT. Thus, N becomes WT, and the equation be­
comes 
^12(j) 2WT + 1 % + j 
K 
Now, we want j to vary from -WTp to +WTp. Thus, the expression for the 
corsscorrelation function will be 
K_f_WTp 
^12(j) 2WT + 1 ) + j _WTp - J - ™p 
K = 1 
For use in this initial program, the samples will be labeled consecutively 
upward from 1 at the onset of the pulse to WT^ at the end of the pulse. 
The flow chart for mechanization of the correlation functions is 
shown in Fig. 41. The terminology is explained thereon. This particular 
routine correlates waves with up to 600 data points. 
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APPENDIX D 
1. Recapitulations of average normal intervals and amplitudes with their 
normal ranges. 
P-Wave (Adults) 
Lead I 
Lead II 
Lead III 
Lead II 
QBS Complex (Adults) 
Q-Wave 
Lead I 
Lead II 
Lead III 
R-Wave 
Lead I 
Lead II 
Lead III 
Lead 4V 
Men 
Women 
S-Wave 
Lead I 
Lead II 
Lead III 
Lead 4V 
Avg. amplitude in mm. 
0.55 
1.25 
0.80 
Avg. width in sec. 
0.08 
Avg. duration in sec. 
0.08 
Avg. amplitude in mm. 
0.36 
0.58 
0.61 
5.5 
11.5 
7.0 
12.0 
7.5 
1.5 
1.7 
1.5 
14.0 
Range in mm. 
0 - 1.1 
0.3 - 2.5 
-1.0 - 2.0 
Range in sec. 
0.06 - 0.11 
Range in sec, 
0.06 - 0.10 
Range in mm. 
0 - 2.0 
0 - 2.5 
0 - 3.0 
1.5 - 12.0 
4.0 - 23.0 
1.0 - 20.0 
2.0 - 40.0 
1.2 - 35.0 
0 -  6 .0  
0 - 6 . 0  
0 - 6.5 
0 - 35.0 
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T-Wave 
Lead I 2»0 -0*5 - 5«5 
Lead II 3.0 0 - 8.0 
Lead III 1.2 -2.0 - 5.5 
Lead 4V 
Men 5.0 or 6.0 1.0 - 13.0 
Women 3.5 or 4.5 1.0 - 9.0 
Upper limits of the normal P-R intervals (duration in seconds) 
Bate Below 70 71-90 91-110 111 - 130 Above 130 
Large adults 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.17 
Small adults 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.16 
Duration of QRS (Distribution) 
Duration of QRS (sec.) Lead I, <f> Lead II, $ Lead III, <f> 
0.06 3 0.8 1.8 
0.07 26 19.0 17.0 
0.08 46 43.0 43.0 
0.09 13 25.0 24.0 
0.10 4 10.0 10.0 
0.11 1 1.0 1.8 
0.12 0 0.8 0.4 
Upper limits of the ST segment in lead with highest T-wave 
seconds) 
(duration in 
Rate Men and Children Women 
40 0.155 0.170 
50 0.150 0.165 
60 0.145 0.160 
70 0.135 0.150 
80 0.125 0.140 
90 0.115 0.130 
100 0.100 0.115 
no 0.080 0.095 
120 0.060 0.095 
130 0.040 0.055 
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Bate Men and Children Women 
140 0.015 0.030 
150 0.000 0.000 
Normal Variations of the Q-T Interval 
Bate Lower Limit 
Mean 
Men & Child Women 
Upper Limit 
Men & Child Women 
40 0.42 0.45 0.46 0.49 0.50 
43 0.39 0.44 0.45 0.48 0.49 
46 0.38 0.43 0.44 0.47 0.48 
48 0.37 0.42 0.43 0.46 0.47 
50 0.36 0.41 0.43 0.45 0.46 
52 0.35 0.41 0.42 0.45 0.46 
55 0.34 0.40 0.41 0.44 0.45 
57 0.34 0.39 0.40 0.43 0.44 
60 0.33 0.39 0.40 0.42 0.43 
63 0.32 0.38 0.41 0.41 0.42 
67 0.31 0.37 0.38 0.40 0.41 
71 0.31 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.41 
75 0.30 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.39 
80 0.29 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.38 
86 0.28 0.33 0.34 0.36 0.37 
93 0.28 0.32 0.33 0.35 0.36 
100 0.27 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.35 
109 0.26 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.33 
120 0.25 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.32 
133 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30 
150 0.23 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.28 
172 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.26 
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APPENDIX E 
Correlation Functions - Probabilistic Development 
A different approach to the development of the correlation functions 
is the use of probabilistic methods. This directly develops the discrete 
correlation functions, and directly shows that the mean square error is 
minimized. This supplements the previous development of the correlation 
functions through the matched filter approach. 
If we are given two random variables, x, and y, and plot them on a 
plane, with the vertical axis representing x, the horizontal axis repre­
senting y, the outcome, at different times would be represented as points 
on the plane. If the variables were random and independent, one would ex­
pect the pattern of points representing x and y at given times to randomly 
scattered throughout the entire plane. However, if the variables were 
strongly dependent on each other, the expectation would be that the sample 
points would be clustered in the vicinity of a curve describing the de­
pendence. The simplest case of dependence is linear dependence, where the 
curve is a straight line. This is of considerable practical importance, 
and is discussed in Feller (6), and Davenport (5) at some length. 
If it is assumed that the variables have a strong linear dependence, 
the points will be clustered a straight line, called the regression line, 
whose general equation is yp = a + bx. It is desired to determine the 
"best" predicted value yp of the variable y, based on the mean square dif­
ference (error) between the true sample value y and its predicted 
value yp. This is given by 
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ms 
= $£(y - y )2] = E^[y - (a + bx)]2J 
where E is the expectation value of the difference squared. The line so 
determined is known as the linear mean square regression line. 
It is now necessary to determine the values of a and b to find the 
equations of this line. The expression for the mean square error will be 
differentiated with respect to a and b, and the results equated to zero. 
The definition of the expectation value of a general function g(x,y) is 
given by 
/
CO z-"» 
J g(x,y) P(x,y) dx dy 
-œ -co 
Substituting this value for the expectation value gives 
z-eo /-co 
ms J 
[y - (a + bx)] P(x,y) dx dy 
r /•« Cy^ - 2y(a + bx) + a^+2abx+b2x2]P(x,y)dxdy J J 
-e -co 
Differentiating this with respect to a gives 
ore 
ms 
ora 
"CO SCO re? r co 
(-2a)yP(x,y)dxdy + 2bJ xP(x)dxdy 
«00 -00 
+ 2a P(x,y)dxdy = -2aE(y) + 2a + 2b E(x) = 0 
Zaa wco 
Differentiating the same expression with respect to b gives 
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f CO 
ore 
ms 
a& J J 
-co -oo _«o -co 
( -2b )xyP(x,y )dx<3y + 2; xP(x,y)dxdy 
/"co z*ee 
+ 2b x2P(x,y)dxdy = -2E(x,y) + 2aE(x) + 2bE(x2) = 0 
J 
-co -co 
After solution of the simultaneous equations, the solutions for a and b are 
E (ay) - E (x) E (y) _ E (y) E (x2) - E (xy) E (x) 
E ( X 2 )  -  E (x)2 E (x2) - E (x)2 
However, it is noted that the denominator of both expressions is the var-
2 iance of x,a^ . Inspecting the numerator of b, it is found, by application 
of the identity E(xy) - E(x)E(y) = E(x - m^)E(y - m^), that the numerator 
of b = where is the covariance of the variables x and y. Similarly, 
2 2 2 inspection of the numerator of a, using the identity E(x ) = ctx + mx > and 
of the identity used in the numerator of b, we find 
E(x - m ) E(y - m ) 
b Vs—^ ' 
x x 
, my(°/ " mx2) + yy 
a s  "  a  2 y "  <7 2 
X X X  
where and ny are the mean values of x and y. Now, substituting these 
values in the equation for the prediction line, we get 
hi himv hi 
7P = 72 X + my " — = my + 72 (X " mx) 
X  X X  
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as the equation for the best prediction line. 
Now, it is convenient to introduce the standardized variable cor­
responding to ^  = 
true 
m 
. Under these conditions, the following are 
x 
E($) =0, and o =1 
In terms of this standardized variable, we define a standardized predic­
tion np = (yp - ny)/Oy, the previously derived expression for the best 
prediction, line in the mean square sense is np = p , where p is the 
standardized correlation coefficient defined by 
P = E( 5 n) = 
rll 
a  a  
x y 
in which n is the standardized variable corresponding to y. Now this cor­
relation coefficient can be expressed in the following manner. 
P = 
n r 
N = 1 
Xiyi 
£ * £ ^ 
N = 1 i = 1 
For our purposes, it is often of greater use to drop the normalization 
afforded by the denominator of the correlation coefficient, and deal with 
the numerator only, giving 
n 
1 r = — 
n xiyi 
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Since we are dealing with sequential samples, and a shift in sample number 
defines a shift in time, the autocorrelation function of a sequence of n 
numbers is defined as 
f ML 
Lim 
H-»0 2N + 1 2 XKXK+j 
K = -N 
And the crosscorrelation function between the x and y sequence is 
N 
a Lim 1 \ 
xy(tî) ~ N—*<*> 2N + 1 I VK+j 
K = -H 
These represent the correlation functions for the discrete case, 
which is applicable to the sampled data used in this investigation. The 
discrete case can be extended to the continuous case, for which it is a 
satisfactory representation if the sampling frequency is sufficiently 
high. The autocorrelation function becomes 
C  T 
^XX^ T > 00 2T y 
X(T)x(t + R)dr Lim _ 
»  \  
-T 
and the crosscorrelation function becomes 
L (t ) = LlB Ir f x(r)y(t+T)dT. 
t—>« 
-T 
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AEEENDH F 
This appendix includes the list of logic of recognition first utilized 
to perform the search required for the normalization and data location for 
application of the correlation techniques. This list of search operations 
is shown in the first two pages. The last page shows the search program 
consisting of the 5-point moving average. This flow chart shows the flow 
chart for the program for the digital computer. 
Also included are the results of the application of the logic of 
recognition to the six waveforms considered to date. These results are 
used in later sections to supplement the data on diagnosis. 
Logic of Recognition 
1. Select first, second, third, and fourth flagged samples as maximum 
negative derivatives. 
2. Count total number of samples "between first and fourth flags = N. 
3. Compute heart rate f = 1500/N and store. 
4. Locate the third flagged sample. (This is the maximum negative de­
rivative of the center waveform, which will "be analyzed. ) 
5. Designate third sample as No. 400 on a counter. 
6. Move to sample No. 100, and take moving average from sample 100 
forward until 3 successive increases (decreases) are noted. 
7. Move to sample No. 100, and take moving average from 100 "backward 
until e successive increases (decreases) are noted. 
8. Flag the sample showing the first increase (three back from that 
found in step 6). 
9. Store value of constant moving average. This is the base point. 
10. Subtract the base value from the values of each sample between 
second and fourth maximum negative derivatives. 
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11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
Start correlation routing No. 1 for sine wave, 50 samples less than 
the value flagged in step No. 8. 
Evaluate correlation function from flagged point until it equals 
zero. Store all values. 
In evaluation of the correlation function, set all values of samples 
greater than 350 equal to zero. 
Flag maximum value of correlation function, after determining it, and 
sample at which it occurs (N^). 
Flag sample at which correlation coefficient becomes zero (Ng). 
Flag sample at start of correlation when coefficient becomes other 
than zero (N^). 
Store ^2 max> %, N2, N3, and Yj_, determining Yj_ as equal to the 
average of samples N^ - 2, Ni - 1, Np N^ + 1, and N]_ + 2. Set 
other values of correlation function = 0. 
Take moving average between sample 350 and 450 (5 samples wide). 
Note points between sample 360 and 430 where average changes sign. 
Flag samples at which sign changes. 
Start correlation routing No. 2 at sample 350, and continue until 
correlation function is zero. 
Perform correlation with all samples zero after first flagged sample 
for change of sign. 
Flag sample at which correlation function first becomes different 
from zero (N^). 
Set all sample values to zero before first change of sign flag. 
Start correlation routine No. 3 at sample 360, and continue until 
correlation function is equal to zero. 
Set all sample values to zero after second change of sign flag. 
Search for maximum correlation coefficient, 0-max, and flag sample 
Flag sample at which correlation coefficient first becomes zero (Nc) 
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30. Flag sample at which correlation coefficient first "becomes different 
from zero (Ny). 
31. Search for maximum correlation coefficient, 0„max, and flag sample (N8>. 
32. Flag sample at which correlation coefficient becomes zero (Ng). 
33. Pick value of sample at Ng = Y^. 
34. Store ^max, N?, Ng, Ng, and Yg. 
35. Set all sample values to zero before second change of sign flat. 
36. Start correlation routine No. 2 at sample 390, and continue until 
correlation function equals zero. 
37. Set all samples to zero after sample No. 415. 
38. Flag sample value at which correlation coefficient first becomes 
different from zero (N1Q). 
39. Search for maximum correlation coefficient, 0.max, and flag sample 
at this point (N^). 
40. Flag sample at which correlation coefficient becomes zero N^. 
41. Pick value of sample at N^ = Y^. 
42. Store j^max, N1Q, N^, N^, and Y^. 
43. Start moving average (5 samples wide) at sample 410, continue until 
sample No. 415 + Nr« (Nr is determined from heart rate on sub­
routine) or until slope of moving average increases three times in 
a row at a rate greater than the previous three times. 
44. Pick value of ST segment to be either last average at 415 + Nr or at 
point at which increased slope begins, this is stored as ST. Call 
this sample N^. 
45. Set all samples in ST segment, determined above, to zero. 
46. Start correlation routine No. 4 at sample No. 415, and continue until 
correlation function is zero. 
47. Flag sample at which correlation coefficient becomes zero (N^). 
48. Search for maximum correlation coefficient, 0^max, and flag as N^. 
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49. Flag sample at which correlation coefficient becomes different than 
zero (N16). 
50. Take average of N^-2, N^-l, N^^+l, and N^^+2 and call Yg. 
51. Store 05max, N^, N^, and Yg. 
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Figure 42. Waving average 
